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r returning from the New York racing scene, Trusty Star (Trusty Blaze - Flying Minnie K.) has captured two legs of the Pine Tree Pacing Series. Shown in the 
Scarborough winners circle with owners and friends after a mile in 2:03.2, the colt has earned nearly $10,000 in 10 starts. 
DOWNS '84 SEASON UNDERWAY 
The State of Maine harness-racing 
scene returned to the Southern- 
Maine-area on Sunday afternoon 
April 29th, with the opening-day 
program at Scarborough Downs. 
Despite the disastrous fire which 
destroyed the Downs Clubhouse on 
December 12th, the opener proved a 
huge success, when over 4,500 fans 
wagered $210,315 on the 15-race 
card. That Mutuel Handle was the 
second-largest opening-day handle 
in the history of the Route One 
racing-center, topped only by last 
years $236,846 play. 
The highlight of the afternoons 
racing action came in the 1984- 
edition of the Pine Tree Stakes 
Pacing Series, which went in two- 
divisions, each carrying purses of 
$2,000. 
In the opening-round the large 
crowd rallied around a recent 
Lewiston sensation, Chester Baron, 
who was sent away as the short- 
priced choice. On this sun-drenched 
afternoon it was not to be, for 
Norman Perry's speedy three year- 
old, as he went off-stride past the 
eighth-pole, and Al Payson, under a 
superb drive by Bob Sumner, 
benefitted from the break, and 
paced away late for a score in 2:03.1 
for owner Arnold Dall of West 
Baldwin. Skipper Speed rallied for 
the placing, with the grand veteran 
T.B.J. finishing third. 
The second-division saw the form 
hold up as Trusty Star, a recent 
winner in New York, returned to 
Maine and paced away from a good 
field, despite a first quarter in the 
By LLOYD JOHNSON 
air in rein to Ruel Goodblood Jr. It 
proved to be an easy journey for the 
young son of Trusty Dream, as he 
raised his seasonal bankroll over the 
$8,000-marker for owners Barry 
Howell and Gerry Smith of Cum- 
berland. Long shot Skipperic 
finished second, with Moorelandlane 
G.B. third in the 2:03.4 trip. 
The opening weeks M utuel Handle 
dipped to the $67,000-level at mid- 
week, but just when the "doom- 
sday" cry began to be heard it all 
turned around and a big-weekend 
once again proved that Scarborough 
is still the major-force within the 
harness-racing worl d in Maine. A 
$110,022 Friday night brought some 
hope, the $146,982 Saturday play 
as we await the renovations which 
will bring Clubhouse facilities back 
to the Downs. 
added to the enjoyment, and then the 
$172,147 Sunday action told a happy 
story: The Downs is back in action 
and we are right in the ballpark with 
last years record-breaking numbers 
The new sea son has begun at the 
Downs, the barn-area is chock-full, 
the weather has begun to improve, 
and the racing surface won't be far 
behind. The construction crews are 
doing "their thing," and it won't be 
long until we are back to full- 
operation, and yet through it all we 
have seen some fast races, and some 
huge Mutual Handles. As the ads say 
''The Downs is on the Rebound,'' and 
it will continue all-summer-long, 
right on through Saturday night, 
September 22nd. 
IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS 
May 15 - All Breeders payments due 
May 19 - New England Harness Writers Assn. at Scarborough Downs. 
May 20 - Pine Tree Pacing Final $2,500 Scarborough Downs 
May 20 - Greenfield Fairground - qualifying matinees for Hinsdale Raceway 
May 25 - Foxboro Spring Series 
May 28 - Memorial Day Classic $6,000 Scarborough Downs Invitational 
.June I - Foxboro Spring Series 
June 1 - Future Stars Pace (first leg) $1,500 Scarborough Downs. 
June 1 - Hinsdale Raceway opening 
June 3 - Governor's Pace $8,000 Scarborough Downs Invitational 
June 8 - Bangor Raceway opening 
June 8 - Future Stars Pace (second leg) $1,500 Scarborough Downs 
June 8 - Foxboro Spring Series Final 
June 8 - Simon Bishop Qualifying leg - $4,000 Foxboro Raceway 
June 11 - Downeast Harness Horsemen's Assn. Banquet - Bangor Civic Center 
June 15 - Future Stars Pacing Final $2,000 Scarborough Downs 
June 16 - Simon Bishop Memorial Pace est. $30,000 Foxboro Raceway 
June 19 - Senior Classic (Four year olds) $6,000 Scarborough Downs Invitational 
Notice - Date of Governor's Pace at Scarborough Downs Changed To June 3 
ELIMINATION EVENTS: 
The six top point earners in the categories of 3 year old trotters-3 year old filly 
pacers- and 3 year old colt pacers from each of the four participating states (a 
total of twenty four horses in each category) will qualify to race in elimination 
races. Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont will award points after 
each of their sire states events for 3 year olds, at the conclusion of stage program 
racing in each state, a list of the six highest point earners in each category will be 
forwarded to the New England sulky championship director. 
DIVISIONS: A blind drawing by lot from the twenty four horses (or less) in each 
category will be made to provide three eight horse (or fewer) divisions and award 
post positions. Horses finishing first, second and third in each division will be 
eligible for the finals. (nine horses in each category). In the event that less than 
twenty four horses are provided by the states for each category, there could be 
less than three divisions with more than three horses taken from each division for 
the finals. 
ELIMINATION EVENTS PURSES: These purses will be consistent with over- 
night purses for horses of similar caliber at the tracks where raced. And they will 
be provided by the track purse account. 
SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP FINALS: These purses will consist of sustaining fee 
track bid money and commercial sponsorship money. 33 1/3 to the colt pacers - 
33 1/3 to the filly pacers - 33 1/3 to the trotters. Good luck to all of you and hope to 
see all of you at the 3 year old New England Sulky Championship event this fall. 
List of eligibles will be printed in the June issue of Northeast News. 
ROBERT FERLAND (Exec. Secretary) 
Notice To New England-Breeders: 
Due to a misunderstanding and lack of notification of the 1983 mare registration 
and the fact that many of you have expressed the desire to have your foals eligible 
to this program. The board of directors of the New England Sulky Championship 
had a meeting on March 6, 1984 and decided that the foals of these mares be made 
eligible at a penalty fee of $50.00 per foal. This would entitle this foal to be eligible 
to be nominated as a yearling to the New England Sulky Championship in 1985. 
This penalty must be paid as soon as the mare drops her foal in 1984 only. 
Payments for these foals are as follows: 
1984 - $50.00 penalty as a weanling 
1985 - $25.00 yearling nominating fee 
1986 - $100.00 2-year-old sustaining payment 
1987 - $200.00 3-year-old sustaining payment 
The board of directors felt this $50.00 penalty had to be placed because of all of 
the people who paid on time (about 98 percent) should be given this consideration. 
Also, as an added service to you the breeders, we are requesting you send us a 
------------------------------------------ copy of your "Mares Bred" list that you send to the U.S.T.A. in September of each Change Of Address Form l year. This way we would have a list of your stallion breedings and mare owners 
I could be notified of payments. 
t We are depending on you to notify your owners of mares of this opportunity to 
Your Name: -----------------~Date: I register their foals in 1984 . 
. 1 Robert Ferland, Exec. Sec'y 
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Cable Channel Update 
The cable channel, serving 15,000 homes in Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard and 
Sanford, will air "At The Gate" beginning the week of Sunday, May 6th. The 
harness racmg program features clips of races from Lewiston Raceway and 
Scarborough Downs as well as interviews and behind the scene segments. 
"At The Gate" will be seen Sunday mornings at 12: 30 p.m. on cable channel 11 in 
Saco and Old Orchard and cable channel 16 in Biddeford. Sanford residents can see 
"At The Gate" Monday evenings at 7:00 p.m. on cable channel 16. 
"At The Gate" is a half-hour program produced weekly through the harness rac- 
ing season by Adams-Russell Cable of Lewiston. Cable channel vice president Al 
Sicard says ''At The Gate'' is just one example of state cable operators working 
together sharing programs of interest to people throughout Maine. 
BROADCAST SCHEDULE 1984 
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If you want "At The Gate" in your local system convince them locally to air the 
show. "At The Gate" will send one tape a week on a rotating basis to regional 
cable systems. Each system airs the segments according to local demand. 
:l"'"..r..r~..r..r.-o-..r..r..r....o-..r..r..rJCr..r..r..r..r..r...o-..r..r~~..r..r..r..r..r..r...-o--~~..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r...rJO< 
POSITION AVAILABLE 
Executive Secretary for New England Horsemen's Association. Must have 
experience in the Standardhred industry. Joh description available on re- 
quest. Inquire to: 
#' S.0.A.N.E. 
South Park, Route I Walpole, MA 02081 
New· England Sulky Championship Notice 
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP 
THREE YEAR OLD RACE 
The sires stakes program will soon be upon us once again. I urge all of you who 
have pacing colts, pacing fillies and trotters that are eligible to the New England 
Sulky Championship for 3 year olds of 1984 to participate in your individual sire 
stakes program. 
Remember the only way to get to the elimination is to race everytime the 3 year 
olds go to post. 
RACE CONDITIONS 
Old Address=------------------------~ Obituaries ALVfi BREWER 
The New England harness community was saddened last month when Alvin 
"Red" Brewer, 65, died April 10 in Presque Isle, Maine. 
Brewer, a veteran of more than fifty years in racing, launched his career in the 
1930's as an assistant in both the Townsend Ackerman Stable and the Wenda! 
Wathen Stable. He first drove after World War Two and during the ensueing years 
he trained and drove at the major Eastern and Canadian raceways. 
Brewer, who drove Shadow Wave in the Reading Futurity, in recent seasons 
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072. developed stake colts for the Mountain Farm and the Irving Stable of Maine. In his 
.... ----------------------------- career, Brewer was primarily a private stable trainer. . 
I 'Yd_ Jt' S h • • ---T-;--------, Brewer, who had suffered a heart attack in December, had raced m New 
I ~ S U SCflptlOD lffie.... I England for thirty years, and previously had seven years on the Grand Circuit. 
I D , . . 1 He is survived by his wife Gladys (Dunlap) Brewer of Presque Isle; his mother 
I on t Miss A Single Issue' I Mrs. Gertrude Brewer of Monticello; one son Thomas of Malden, Massachusetts, 
I • I one step-son Donald Dunlap of Lewiston, two brothers Carlton and Jay of Mon- l N 0 R H EAST HARN ES s NEWS tic~llo, three .sisters Iona Nadeau of Oakfield, Betty Williams of Houlton, and 
I Shirley Manmng of Monticello. 
1 
Brewer was predeceased by another son Max Brewer who was well known in 
I For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency racmg. . , . . 
I initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis. Brewer was am.ember. of the U.S.~.A., the Mame Horsemen s Association and 
I After the first of the yearthe established rate will be charged, with previous issues mailed the Grant MeID:onal Umted ~ethodist C~urch of Presque Isle. Horsemen who 
I on request, as long as copies are available. Don't delay - save over smgte copy issue! wish may contribute to the Umted Methodist Church, 7 Epworth Street, Presque 
I [sle, Maine. 
l Make checks payable to: Northeast Harness News $10.00 per year TOWNSEND ACKER~IA~ 
Memorial services were held recently for 96 year old horseman Townsend 
New __ Renew Print Mailing Address Ackerman, who passed away April 24 at Pinehurst, North Carolina.' 
He is survived by his wife Lucenda of Burlington, Vt. and two grandchildren. 
Ackerman began his career with horses in 1900 when he served as exercise boy 
for his father, William. The loss of a leg as a youngster in a horse accident never 
slowed him down. He went on to a long and varied career maintaining throughout 
a special touch with trotting horses. One of the most fam~us that Ackerman pick- 
ed out and conditioned was the two year old Guy McKinney who went undefeated 
as a three year old and won the first ever Hambletonian 'at Syracuse in 1926. 
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072 Ackerman should be a very likely candidate for Hall of Fame honors in the ------------------------------------------ fu~re. 
City: State: ~ip_: _ 
Please notify of a change immediately as third class mail is not forwarded. 
The 1984 Crop Looks Great! Northeast Harness News Page 3 
This lively weanling colt by Peanut Gallery out of the mare J.M. Frill, enjoys a romp in the paddock at the Dupuis Farm. 
The '84 crop has outstanding conformation and character. Come and see themt 
Don't Miss The Opportunity This Year To Breed To ... 
PEANUT GALLERY 
A Magnificent Son Of The Immortal MEADOW SKIPPER Out Of The Record Producing 
DRAMA GIRL Dam of 8 foals, all winners, including- 
PEANUT GALLERY p, 3, 1 :58.2 (h, Meadow Skipper). Winner of 10 races and $57,311. 
COUNTRY PLAYHOUSE p, 3, 2:01.3f; 4, 1:58.4f (m, Albatross}. Winner of 15 races and $41,929. 
GALLERY'S BROTHER p, 3, 2:02f; 2:00f (h, Albatross). Winner of 11 races and $32,860. 
SCENE STEALER p, 2, 2:08.4f; 3, 2:00.2f (m, Meadow Skipper). Winner of 9 races and $30,249. At 3, winner Cricket Reel Memorial. Dam of- 
CURTAIN CLOSER p, 2, TT1:58 2 ($126,763). . 
OLD VIC p, 2, 2:02; 3, 2:02h; 2:00.4f (h, Meadow Skipper). Winner of 18 races and $87,520. At 2, second in Goshen Cup and Laverne 
Hanover Pace Final. At 3. winner 3 legs of Hopeful Pacing Series and leg of Sagamore Hill Pacing Series; third in Hopeful Pacing Series Final. 
Miss Broadway p, 2, 2:05.1h;3, 2:04h (m, Meadow Skipper). Winner of 11 races and $26,807. At 2, third in Miss American Pace Final. At 3, 
third in Miller Memorial S. Dam ot- 
MATINEE IDOL p, 4, 1 :57.1 in 1983. 
VAUDEVILLE p, 4, 1:58.1 ($253,664). 
2nd dam 
LANTANA p, 2, 2:00.4; 3, 1 :59.3 by TAR HEEL. Winner of 6 races and $37,004. At 2, winner Flora Temple S.,Breeders Filly S. at Delaware 
and Gary Pace; second in Hanover Filly S., Excelsior S. and Breeders Filly S. at Sportsmans Park. At 3, second in Tattersalls Filly S. 
(winning a heat). Breeders Filly S. at Springfield and Dolly Madison S.; third in Battle of Saratoga and Ladyship S. Dam of- 
LAKE WALES p, 2, 2:04; 3, 2:02.2h; 4, 1 :57.3 (h, Most Happy Fella). Winner of 8 races and $81,843. At 2, third in New York Sires S. at 
Monticello. 
LINCOLN CENTER p, 2, 2:02.2f (h, Best Of All). Winner of 6 races and $31,683. At 2, winner Tom Hal S.; second in leg of First Edition 
Pacing Series; third in First Edition Pacing Series Final. 
Lutrell p, 2, TT2:04.3 (m, Columbia George). Winner of 1 race and $5,883. At 2, second in Ohio Sires S. at Northfield; third in Ohio Sires S. at Northfield. 
Loraine Almahurst (m, Bye Bye Byrd). Dam of- 
LANCER ALMAHURST p, 1 :57.2. 
LAUREN ALMAHURST p, 3, TT1 :57.4. 
LEADER ALMAHURST p, 4, 1 :59.3f. 
3rd dam 
KAOLA HANOVER p, 3, 2:06.3h; 4, 2:05.3h by TITAN HANOVER. Winner of 6 races and $14,000. From 14 foals, dam of 12 winners, 11 in 2:05, 
THE DUPUIS FARM 
Call Immediately For Availability Of Stalls 
Contact: Lynn Marie Smith 116 Buxton Rd., Saco, Maine 04072 Tel. 207-284-4726 
• ., t 1 
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Flashback . . . Royal Lord Calvert By K.c. JOHNSON 
April, 1979 ... Royal Lord Calvert was even kinder, producing two 
(Fine Time-Kandy Royal) ripped off wins, five thirds, and an impressive 
three consecutive wins after come-from-behind win in a lifetime 
finishing second in his first April best of 2:05.2 over Womack and So 
start. On April 13, in a $3000 claimer, Fair. He ended 1978 with $5,119 
Royal Lord Calvert closed from earned. 
back off the pace to beat Banbury The streak in early 1979 marked 
Black Byrd and Armbro Page in the pinnacle of Royal Lord Calvert's 
2:07. The next week he beat $4000 career. After a loss, he won two 
claimers (including the ultra-sharp more in a row. The first win was a 
Avon Ned) in 2:07.2. He then won 2:05.1 victory (a mark he still holds) 
next week, coming from five-and-a- in a high conditional at Scarborough. 
half lengths off at the top of the This streak, though, produced Royal 
stretch to beat Justa Pirate and Pie Lord Calvert's final 1979 wins. He 
Poplar over a sloppy track in 2: 10.4. earned $4,327 for the year. 
For the month, he earned $1,550. The last four years have not been 
Royal Lord Calvert first came to that successful. He had only two 1980 
the races on August 13, 1975, when he wins, a 2:08.1 triumph against non- 
finished fifth in a maiden at winners $400 at Scarborough in his 
Skowhegan. His first good race third start, and a 2:13 win at 
came on August 26, when he was Fryeburg in his next to last start. 
second at 23-1 to Secret Treasure. 1980 concluded in an $800 claimer; 
Being driven by Bion Pike, his co- Royal Lord Calvert would never be 
owner, Royal Lord Calvert broke his classified lower. He earned only 
maiden on November 30 at Lewiston $1,470 for the year. 
by using what would be his 1981 was considerably more 
trademark, the fierce stretch drive, successful. His mark was taken at 
to win in 2: 16.2. 1975 earnings totaled Scarborough on June 6, as he won in 
$1,444. 1976 was much of the same. 2:08.3. Although he was now racinz 
Royal Lord Calvert's Lewiston 1976 against lower ($1500) classes than in 
spring meet was successful - two the good years from 1977-79, Royal 
wins (including one in 2: 10.2) while Lord Calvert ended up earning 
: he was racing against medium $3, 701 for the year with five wins. 
· conditionals including Game L. Bar, 1982 was also successful. Although 
Fine Sailing, and Fast Guy. He took now going against another notch 
his 1976 mark at Windsor, winning lower $1100 claimers), the success 
by two lengths in 2: 08.4. He earned continued. His two top races were 
$1,728inl976. both at Scarborough: a win in 2:06.4 
1977 was far more successful. His (by a neck) on May 20, at eleven-to- 
first win came on April 1 over Smoky one; and then a win on July 24 by a 
Korners and House Rule in 2: 09.2. nose, once again in 2: 06.4. 1982 
However, his top races came later in earnings amounted to a good $3,418. 
the year once Pike decided to race Royal Lord Calvert got off to an 
him in optional claimers. Two wins excellent start in 1983, winning his 
by a nose (one at Farmington, one at first race at Lewiston by a neck at 
Fryeburg) upped his seasonal forty five-to-one. After two im- 
earnings to $4,111. The win at pressive victories at Scarborough in 
Farmington was in a seasonal best $1000 claimers, Royal Lord Calvert 
of 2:09.1 over Black of Night and was claimed by Christy Mangos and 
Sam Brown. 1977 concluded with Douglas Mitchell. He did not race 
five wins and $4,219 earned. well in his new stable, however, 
1978 was even more impressive. concluding the year with almost 
After an inconsistent Lewiston meet $3,400 earned. 
where he recorded two wins but did Royal Lord Calvert has been one 
not better than third in any of his of the most successful claimers, at 
other starts, he shipped to Cum- all levels, to race in Maine over the 
berland. His top race there was a past several racing seasons. Being a 
win in a then-lifetime best of 2:07.1. twelve-year-old now, he still may be 
He was last at the half, but pulled able to make a recovery as he did in 
away in deep stretch over Pacealong 1981 and become a high-earning 
Rum and Chief Mungo. Scarborough claimer once again. 
If You 're Looking For A Trotter With 
Size, Conformation, Breeding JOB 
Consider The Proven Stallion ... 
Former Grand Champion At The Ro~hester Fair In 1981! 
By STAR'S PRIDE 1:57.lm. (Sl40,969) 
World Champion Trotter - Sire Of 49 In 2:00 
Sired Dams of 93 In 2:00 
Out Of Hustle 2:04.4 By RODNEY T.T. 1:57.2 
Also Dam Of: JOSTLE 2, 2:04.2f. 167,281 (Star's Pride) 
JOUNCE 2, 2:04.3£. 162,460 (Star's Pride) 
JOUSTER 2, 2:07h. 191,243 (Ayres) 
JERARD 3, T. T.1:59.4 (Star's Pride) Exported 
JOB is also the sire of the 1983 New Hampshire 
Sire Stakes winning trotter. RIV LEA TITAN. 
THE DUPUIS FARM 
Lynn Marie Smith, Farm Manager 
Tel. 207-284-4 726 
Downcast Harness News 
Spring has finally arrived in this 
north country and to celebrate the 
D.E.H.H.A. invites you all to attend 
its spring banquet on June 1r at the 
Bangor Civic Center. The social 
hour begins at 6 p.m. so make sure 
you purchase your ticket ($8.50) 
early as no tickets can be purchased 
at the door. Tickets may be pur- 
chased from any D.E.H.H.A. 
director. A dinner featuring a main 
course of breast of chicken cordon 
bleu will commence at 7 p.rn, 
followed by a panel of racing experts 
discussing the art of handicapping. 
The public is invited to attend and 
ask questions on how to pick a 
winner at the races. At this time the 
panel of experts consist of Ken Ward 
(Bangor Daily News), Lee Allen 
Aliberti (Lewiston Sun-Journal), 
and Lloyd Johnson, Scarborough 
Downs Announcer. With Bangor 
Raceway' s season opener 
scheduled for June 8, it should be a 
busy weekend for race fans. 
The Bangor City Council recently 
appointed D.E.H.H.A.. director 
Doug Clendenning of Bangor to the 
Bass Park Corporation Board of 
Directors as an associate member 
for a three year term. Doug is the 
first horseman to serve on the BPC 
since the corporation was formed in 
1981. The B.P.C. operates Bangor 
Raceway in addition to a civic 
By CLARK THOMPSON 
center, auditorium, and state fair. 
At an April meeting with the 
B.P.C. Members of the 
D.E.H.H.A. and M.H.H.A. board of 
directors were informed that plans 
for the 1984 racing season call for 
glass enclosure of the south end of 
Bangor's 1950 vintage grandstand. 
Long range plans include com- 
pletion of the glassing in of the 
grandstand. No timetable has yet 
been set for this project by the 
B.P .C. as funding for this capital 
improvement is still an unresolved 
question. We wonder if a grandstand 
admission charge to be dedicated to 
a capital improvement fund for the 
grandstand might be a solution. 
Many race fans, who m the past few 
years have been given free ad- 
mission to the races, might willingly 
pay an admission charge provided 
the funds thereby generated go 
toward grandstand improvements. 
Local businesses which benefit from 
increased business during the racing 
season might also be encouraged to 
purchase box seats for the season 
thereby contributing to the grand- 
stand improvement fund. 
With the passing of winter, har- 
ness racing lost a loyal fan and 
dedicated horseman, both from 
Aroostook County. We will miss 
Walter Lane of Houlton and Alvin 
"Red" Brewer of Presque Isle. 
Lewiston. Raceway By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI 
The warm weather held off until The meet also spotlighted young 
the last two programs, indeed the horses. Don Richard's, Defer to Me, 
sun was evident for only four days in preserved a clean slate in late 
April, but no matter. Lewiston closers, and Paul Battis and Long 
Raceway erased every listed record Hill Bill raised eyebrows as well. 
in a rousing eleven week stand. Earlier in the meet Kelly Case and 
Never has racing begun in Maine on Omac set the tone with three con- 
such an optimistic note. secutive winning trips. 
With the AmTote machines On the track Leigh Fitch sat out 
whirring more than $120,000 was the heart of the meet, but still 
averaged the entire meet, with two contested the driving championship, 
betting days exceeding $190,000. finishing third in dashes to Bob 
This continues a multi-year pattern Sumner and Dude Goodblood. Bob 
of ever increasing handles, with 1984 Sumner also topped the UOS list 
more than 10 percent over last with Don Richards and Fitch in the 
spring's record. Indeed according to chase. 
U.S. T.A. records no track in the Most important, the meet 
country has been able to match such inherited winter with all its turmoil 
sustained longterm growth. then yielded the fragrences of 
But not only mutual records were spring. Racing in Maine continues to 
shattered at Lewiston Raceway. On buck national and regional trends 
the track in a single afternoon both and show vigorous signs of good 
the trot and pace marks were health. 
erased. Don Richards and Star of After a summer at Scarborough 
Love shaved 3/10 of a second off a 48 and the Cumberland Fair, racing 
year old mark establishing the first returns to Lewiston in October, 
2:05 trot trip ever at that track. The spotlighting a new third floor 
same afternoon Freeman Parker clubhouse. On the track Lewiston 
.amLArmht2 IUne ~kW"jf.i.e.d. the R~~~ll s otli ht h fi als of 
crowd with a startling 1: 59.4 the Maine Stakes, w · c promises to 
shocker. be the highlight of the session. 
The Maine Circuit By LEE ALLEN 
Girl Friday, Star. Of Lov, Leigh 1982. 
Fitch, Elmer Ballard and Warren Fitch and Kelly Case had big 
Strout took top Al-Var honors during nights as Lewiston wound down. 
the month of April while Armbro Case drove four winners on the next 
Blaze, Star Of Lov, Don Richards, to last program and Fitch had five 
Freeman Parker and Billy Faucher winners on the final card. 
picked up special honors. Fitch and Kim Ireland were the 
Girl Friday nipped Long Hill Joe, only repeat winners on opening day 
Pub's Cub and Bobino Bell in a close at Scarbrough. Each reached the 
battle for Al-Var Pacer of the Month. winner's circle twice. 
They were the only pacers with two Lilly Frost tied Star Of Love's 
winning races that produced Al-Var seasonal Al-Var trotting mark of 96 
ratings over 100. Girl Friday had the on the next to last progrr am at 
two highest, 114 and 106. Long Hill Lewiston. Her 2:05.1 clocking was 
Joe, with 112and103, was runnerup. only one-fifth of a second off the new 
Girl Friday is owned by Alroy and track record. 
Eastlyn Chow of Presque Isle. Veteran pacer Al Payson, with 
Warren Strout is the trainer. David Bobby Sumner in the bike, snapped 
Ingraham does the driving. the winning streaks of a couple of 
Star Of Lov nipped Lilly Frost for impressive youngsters in the first 
Al-Var Trotter of the Month laurels. leg of the Pine Tree Pacing Series on 
They both had two wins with Al-Var opening day at Scarborough. He won 
ratings over 80. Star Of Lov had the in 2:03.1. Three-year-olds Stage 
highest, 96 and 90. Lilly Frost had 96 Director and Chester Baron finished 
and 86. fourth and ninth respectively. Both 
Star Of Love is owned and trained had three-race winning streaks 
by Robert Allen of Cumberland. Don going. 
Richards is the driver. The longest current Maine win- 
Leigh Fitch, coming back from a ning streak belongs to Defer To Me, 
serious accident, earned Al-Var who, as of the end of April, had won 
Driver of the Month honors. He six in a row dating back to August of 
drove six pacers to Al-Var speed last year. The three-year-old son of 
ratings of 100 or higher. Freeman Happy Motoring is trained and 
Parker, Don Richards and David driven by Don Richards. Lawrence 
Ingraham each drove four pacers or Kadish of Old Westbury, N.Y. is the 
trotters to magic figures, 100 for owner. 
pacers and 80 for trotters. Paul The next big day on the Maine 
Battis drove three to magic figures. racing calendar is Sunday, May 20, 
Elmer Ballard and Warren Strout when Scarborough Downs offers the 
tied for Al-Var Trainer of the Month. $8,000 Governor's Pace plus the 
Each had four horses reach magic $4,900 final of the Pine Tree Pacing 
figures. Paul Battis had three. Series. Outside of President's Pace 
Armbro Blaze turnedin the top offers the highest purse ever for a 
individual effort of the month when Maine pacing event. 
he became the first horse in Maine Following are the pacers that 
history to pace a mile under two posted a 100 or higher All-Var speed 
minutes before June. On April 15, rating, for a winning trip, between 
the four-year-old son of Kawartha April 4 and April 29: 
Eagle smashed the Lewiston track The Top 10 
record with a gblazing 1:59.4 score. Armbro Blaze, F. Parker 122 
That produced an Al-Var speed Girl Friday, D. Ingraham 114 
rating of 122 - the highest rating Long Hill Joe, P. Battis 112 
ever achieved prior to summer. The Cloverleaf Tony, D. Goodblood 112 
old track record was 2:01.3, shared Omac, K. Case 111 
by Armbro Blaze and Another Blaze. Bobino Bell, J. Doherty 109 
Owner Bob Levy of Cornish Defer To Me, D. Richards 109 
received the winner's share of a Fast Pete, P. Battis 108 
$5,000 invitational purse while Pub's Cub, D. Ingraham 108 
trainer-driver Freeman Parker was Race Me Fritz, L. Fitch 107 
given a $500 bonus from Lewiston Best Of The Rest 
Raceway for breaking the record. Girl Friday, D. Ingraham 106 
On the same program, Star Of Chester Baron, L. Fitch 106 
Love br.oke the ~6-year trotting Al Payson, R. Sumner 106 
record with a 2:05 wm that produced The Andover Story, D. Richards 104 
a 96 ~1-V~r speed rating, a ~ew Lollypaloosa, K. Case 103 
season s high for trotters. Driver Long Hill Joe P. Battis 103 
Don Richards received a $500 bonus Trrusty Star,'D. Goodblood 103 
check. The old record was 2:05V2 by Special Cargo, L. Fitch 102 
LuBarie1_1t. . Pub's Cub, D. Ingraham 102 
1:1h~ third ann~al ~orth Amer~can Race Me April, L. Fitch 101 
Drtving Charnpinship, also April 15 Bobino Bell, G. MacKenzie Jr. 101 
at Lewiston, made that date one of Kissimmee Mick L. Fitch 101 
the great days in Maine harness K.W. Skipper, L. Fitch 100 
racing history. Billy Faucher won Trotters that posted an Al-Var 
the driving title. . speed rating of 80 or higher, for a 
Scarborough Downs openedd April winning trip between April 4 and 
29 without a clubhouse. Despite the April 29 follo~: 
drawbacks, the handle was $210,315. Star Of Lov, D. Richards 96 
That was $20,171 less than last year's Lilly Frost, F. Parker 96 
opening day record of $230,486 but Star Of Lov D. Richards 90 
$24,345 higher than the previous Lilly Frost,'F. Parker 86 
openin~ day record of $185,970 in Wolf Anton, F. Parker 80 
"Spring ls Sprung ... The Grass ls Ris ... 
Now's The Time For Fixing Fences!" 
FOR SALE Cedar Posts 
Any Size or Length, For Electric Or Board Fences 
Call: 207-583-2542 (, oon To 2:00 P.M.) Or 207-583-2838 (Evenings) 
Or "cc illy Loubier . t The Scarborough Track 
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Lewiston Raceway's trot record fell on April 15th when Don Richards teamed Star 
of Lov (Watchful-Eliza B. Star) to a win in 2:05 for elated owner Robert Allen 
BOLD KID 
(Sharpshooter • Silkyway) 
is !he prou~ sire of the New Hampshire eligible filly, BOLD VERONICA. 
This year his foals will be Maine Stakes eligible. This stallion was "Maine 
Trotter of the Year" in 1979 - Picture yourself in the winners circle in 
1987 - The legacy has been established! 
Call-. Cindy Lewis, Fryeburg, Maine 207-935-3367 
Guess "Who and Where"! 
QUALIFYING QLERY: Name the person and the track for a free subscription to 
j Northeast Harness i. Tews for yourself r a friend in 1984. First postdate wills! 
• # 1' .... ;;> - l ... c '· J' 
~~-N.::t~~"~~~~-- ROMANO HANO VER-----------:- 
What are the characteristics of a top stallion? ROMANO HANOVER, a son of early- 
speed sire, TORPID, out of the super-producer ROMOLA HANOVER ... has it all! 
I. Consistency in production record- IV. Racing ability- 
Romano has a lifetime total of 14 7 starting racehorses with 
earnings of $3, 752,137 including: 
113 in 2.10 or 80% 83 in 2.05 or 57% 22 in 2.00 or 15% 
Romano's 90 starters in 1983 earned $648,685 with: 
62 in 2.10 or 70% 44 in 2.05 or 50% 5 in 2.00 or 6% 
II. Durability of performers- 
Romano has sired 10 winners of $100,000. Romano's 
oldest foals were 9-year-olds in 1983 - with 7 of them still 
racing in 1983 with earnings of $229,662. Their total 
lifetime earnings amount to $1,156,955. 
III. Conj ormation- 
Romano 's conformation is faultless. He is a superior built 
stallion with a deep wide chest and a well balanced body. 
You must see him to appreciate his size and conformation. 
Romano holds a 1. 58 mark on a half-mile track and 
earned over $133,000 a number of years ago when a 2.00 
mark was only reached by a select few. 
V. Sire of two- and three-year-olds with speed- 
Romano is the sire of: 
As You Like It 2,p,l.58.4h Romona Holly p,3,1.59h 
Romanew p,2,2.02.lh Edgar W p,3,2.0lh 
Strong Focus p,3,l.59h Take Hold p,3,2.0lh 
Thirteen p,3,l.59.2h Garibaldi p,3,2.0lh etc. 
VI. Strength in the maternal line- 
Romano 's dam produced an unbelievable 10 in 2.00; all, in 
turn, being 2.00 producers from her 16 foals. 
What stallion in Maine, or even in New England, can come 
close to these statistics and stand for the fee of $750? 
---------------- ..... Also Standing------------------ 
NEVELE PILOT 
(Henry T. Adios - Maxine's Dream) 
Sire of Unstable Sean, p,2,2.05.4h, 3,2.03.3h 
Gaelic Blazon, p,2,2.06h. Fee: $500 
BRET HART p,2.oo.1m 
(Bret Hanover - Cindy's Knight) 
He was a winner of over $260,000 in the tough New 
York and New Jersey circuit. His oldest foals are 
yearlings in 1984. Fee: $500 
TAR HANO VER p,2.02.1h 
(Tar Heel - Time Wave) 
A proven sire of 2-year-old speed, 
Tina T. Tar p,2,2.0l.2h, Tar Deb p,2.03.1 
from a solid bred maternal line. Fee: $500 
(Hickory Pride - Keystone Truly) 
All three dams are 2.00 producers. He is one of the 
fastest trotters standing in New England. Fee: $500 
---------CEAD MILE FAILTE FARM-------- 
aul Branagan': · RFD 2 .. 1Jox 850 Greene, Maine 04236 207·946-5628 
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Trotting out of the past! That's Buddy Reed getting the trotter Dana up for the victory at Pine Point Beach over twenty seven years ago. Note the large gathering of fans 
The harness racing tide has They would make up the match beating Colonel Winn owned by pected. Herb remembers, "They 
changed in recent years leaving a races which would be held on Sun- Palm Clough and driven by Phil had a post driven into the sand for a 
long standing tradition in its wake. day at low tide. George "Skip" Benson. finish line and Dicky ran over it with 
Perhaps the oldest sport in Maine Pratt, who also drove horses, was He also recalls winning with the a grey mare." 
was racing on the ice on the lakes the cook. Rumor has it that Skip got same horse on the ice at Tripp Lake. Then there was the time that Lee 
and ponds throughout the state. In his nickname because at one time he Perl recollects, "I was there when McKenney had a bad actor and he 
1947, the ice racing gave way to was the captain of a riverboat from they measured (a quarter) and they drove him right into the ocean and 
racing on the beach at Pine Point the Songo River to Sebago Lake. made it 100 feet too long." Perl the horse swan. One another oc- 
and prestigious Kennebunk Beach. These meetings would draw at didn't say anything about the casion Lee kicked a hourse and the 
However, by the late 1950's, even times as many as fifty horsemen. mistake and won it at any rate, horse kicked Lee and broke his leg. 
racing on the beach was on the wain Some of the drivers who par- beating the same hourse. . 
as year round raceways lured the ticipated included Cliff Card, Herb McKenney recalling that U:P0n occassion, the Southern 
trotters and pacers to alien shores. Sammy Carter, Lawrence Seavey, Dicky Huff, at that time the Town Mam~ group would ~enture. to 
Today, the racing is gone, but Ken Russell and Jess Brown. Manager at Gorham, found a couple Gardmer ~o race on. t~e ice agamst 
winter training continues from Pine The Gerry family formed a for- of chariots and convinced him and the Gardmer Drrrving Cl~b on 
Point to the famous Old Orcahrd midable group at the beach. Old Buddy Reed to put on an exhibition. Pleasant Pond. Often a contingent 
Pier. Nature does the prepping. records indicate that one Sunday Herb drove Logan Star and of the local fans would accompany 
There's a new track with every tide they won eight heats. Jovis Gerry Penobscot hooked as a pair and the horsemen to lend moral support. 
change and two miles straight away won two heats with Willis Hanover; Buddy handled Eve Harmony and Perhaps the winter racing at the 
of the best surface in the world. Forrest Gerry, Jr., won two of a Bonny Brooks as a team. Herb beach crested during the 1950's, but 
In years bone-by, the winter three heat race with Scotty Ab- remembers they went the whole today's new wave of trainers and 
racing was generally quarter mile bedale; and Perl Gerry captured length of the beach before they could drivers still check the tide tables in 
dashes and two heats constituted one four heats, two with Yankee Girl and stop them. He adds, "We were lucky the winter, waiting for the outgoing 
race. The Southern Maine horsemen two with Follow Up, Jr. to get back." tide to create a new track. Thirty 
formed the Downeast Driving Club Perl rememebers going a quarter Over the years of racing at the years later, it's still a great place to 
and they met Thursday evening in in 27 seconds on the Kennebunk beach, there were several incudents get a horse ready. Ask Walter Case, 
Westbrook at a dinner meeting. Beach with Seymour Pointer and fans could expect the unex- Jr. 
Broodmare Of The Month 
No matter how long the list of 
excuses, or the individual ex- 
ceptions, there is fundamentally no 
substitute for breeding. Good horses 
abound, but without proper foun- 
dation, Rambling Willie aside, there 
is virtually no chance for greatness, 
especially in the volcanic world of 
colt racing. 
An ideal recipe is to find a 
daughter of Good Time with a race 
record, breed her to Bret Hanover, 
get a mark on the filly then meld the 
result with a son of Meadow Skipper 
(any top son will do). 
That formula has· already paid 
dividends to Richard Charloff, 
Auburn based breeder. When he 
bought Alota Bret at auction she was 
in foal to Nero. As she arrived at his 
Empire Acres nursery his dream 
took flight. The resulting foal named 
Empire Larry was precocious from 
the start. He was developed and 
handled throughout his career by 
Glenn Deletetsky. Though the colt 
ran the gauntlet of juvenile ailments 
both at two and three, he was still 
able to race against and beat some 
of the top colts of his class. In 
perhaps his best two year old mile, 
Empire Larry was photoed out in the 
Goshen Cup by Fortune Teller. The 
son of Nero and Alota Bret was hung 
the mile. As a three year old Larry 
Alota Bret 
routinely beat the likes of Jo Nathan, 
a Little Brown Jug threat. He shined 
in metropolitan series racing, 
earning his half mile mark of 1: 57 .3, 
a start in the Messenger stakes, and 
$100,000 in the process. 
No doubt as an aged performer he 
will add to his successes, but with 
the perspective of time, Empire 
Larry is merely the first colt from 
Alota Bret, as others follow the 
spotlight will turn from individual 
performers to the mare. By the time 
1984 is out, Alota Bret may already 
be regarded as the best broodmare 
in New England. 
After Larry, her 1981 colt Marla's 
Boy, by Windshield Wiper, was 
oversized, and under-motivated. But 
Trip Sixes, her Sundance Skipper 
two year old has come up all aces. In 
the final stages of prepartaion this 
colt is being pointed to the same 
springboard, the Goshen Cup, as 
Larry. The race is slated for. June 9 
at the Meadowlands. 
Alota Bret just delivered another 
Sundance Skipper colt. Add to these 
her yearling Sundance Skipper filly, 
and the foal she will carry by Land- 
slide, and a dynasty may in fact be 
at hand. 
With one national class colt 
already produced, and a two year 
old showing all the same signs of 
By Anthony J. Aliberti 
early extreme speed, Alota Bret 
may elevate herself to the status of 
proven producer, an appelation 
given only the best mares from the 
top farms. She is only 11, and willing 
sons of Meadow Skipper abound. 
Before this Bret Hanover mare's 
production career is finished, indeed 
before the year is out, she may be 
regarded not only as one of the most 
promising young broodmares in the 
region, but she may have moved into 
the national spotlight. 
. 
Empire Larry (Nero-Alota Bret) is prepped for a training mile at Lewiston, Me. 
The invitational naeer will stand at tud or the remainder: of the season. 
.. r l ' 
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New Track Records 
At Lewiston 
Driving Championship Report 
ByBOB&JEANFERLAND 
Northeast Harness New 
Promotional Coordinators 
The Annual North American 
Driving Championship sponsored by 
Lewiston Raceway was a resoun- 
ding success again this year. The 
As Sunday dawned, the best enthusiastic crowd pushed $192,000 
drivers in America moved center through the mutuels while enjoying 
stage, to Lewiston Raceway. the expertise of invited drivers: Bert 
Without a doubt the drivers added Beckwith, James Brown, Tom 
luster to the card and made the Merriam, John Kopas, Leroy 
afternoon sparkle. But by dusk these Copeland, Joe Marsh Jr., Merritt 
top teamsters were reduced to mere Dokey, Walter case Jr., Norman In the seventh race, a masterful 
cheerleaders, just another dozen Dauplaise, William Faucher, Jim drive by Joe Marsh Jr. earned him a 
witnesses to the most dramatic race Doherty and Ted Wing. win with Broadside N. 
ever conducted at Lewiston Tom Merriman registered a 
Raceway. 1 The first event was won by the second win in the ninth aboard Miss 
The sixth race offered the first I ever popular Leroy Copeland who is Tammy Sue, making him high 
rumble of big events to come. But/ always successful at Lewiston. pointer forte final event. 
only the sharpest fans in the grand-, G d . . 
stand recog~ized a new track mark OU reau Memorial w Inner Joe O'Brien 
as Don Richard's wheeled Bob 
Allen' trotter, Star of Lov, into the I LOS ALAMITOS Calif. - Living Canadian, Joe O'Brien has become 
winner's circle, after a quick, but "Hall-of-Farner" j0e O'Brien has the first recipient of the Award after 
electrifying, 2:05 trip. But no trotter received the initial Shelly Goudreau the California Drivers Guild voted 
Memorial Award. him the honor over other nominees 
The lifetime achievement award Doug Ackerman and Rick Kuebler. 
was presented at a special ceremony Year after . year, Joe O'~rien 
in the winners circle prior to the continues to enJOY success. During .a 
final heat of the Goudreau Memorial star-studded career of 45 years, his 
Pace at Los Alamitos. California campaigns included wins 
The Award is named for Shelly in the American Pacing Classic with 
Goudreau who died after being Sunbelle, Gamecoc~, and Yo~ng 
critically injured in a spill at Quin~; t.he American. Trotting 
Hollywood Park in August, 1982. Classic with Hambletoma~ wmner 
Considered then to be the dominant Scott Frost, Armbro Flight and 
harness horse driver by horsemen in Fresh Yankee, the 3-year old 
California the native of Canada was classic, Leland Stanford Trot with 
always ra'nked among the leading Arnie Almahurst and .Meadow 
drivers nationally in the sport. Bright, and the L.K. Shapiro Pace 
During his abbreviated career, the w~th Armbro Nesbit and Flight 
34 year-old reins man had won more Director. . . 
than 2 000 races and $12 million in Today, he is considered to be as 
purses' while capturing most of versatile and as P.roficient horseman 
harness racing's biggest stakes. anywhere, O'Brien had to prove 
himself in the early days when he 
After the tragic passing of was looked on as little more than a 
Goudreau, the California Chapter of "Canadian cowboy" who had the 
the U.S. Harness Writers formulated good fortune to drive winners con- 
the idea of a meaningful award. The ditioned by the sports best trainers. 
quarter with Luck's Lazy Lady writers group, who had seen his Some horsemen doubted O'Brien 
riveting the timer in 29 seconds. talent on the track and the deep could make it alone, but with his 
Then in the second turn, Freeman admiration and respect given by his development of Meadow Pace, 
Parker pulled Bob Levy's Armbro fellow horsemen, felt something Diamond Hal and Scott Frost - 
Blaze, the mutuel favorite. This more than a race was needed to harness racing's first two-minute 2- 
rangy free-legged son of Kawartha retain the memory of Shelly year-old who became trotting's first 
Eagle moved past the field, Goudreau. Criteria for the Award Triple Crown winner and Horse of 
checking the clock at the half in less was developed, and taken · to the Year in 1955 and 1956, the 
than a minute. Western Standardbred Assn., and detractors soon became admirers. 
But as Parker and Blaze ac- Hollywood Park Harness for their The most memorable feats include 
celerated through the second half of thoughts. They not only concurred Steady Star's startling 1:52 time 
the mile, the event moved from the with the concept but became trial at Lexington, Ky. in 1971- the 
ordinary into the surreal. With sponsors of the Award along with the fastest clocking ever by a stan- 
Parker and his horse extending the writers. dardbred until broken by Niatross, 
lead, a groundswell of emotion was Ironically another former - his 1: 58.4f behind Flower Child in 
roused among the 5,000 fans. By the ------------------------------------------------ o/.6 pole, with a new track record a 
The second elimination was won 
by Hinsdale's great Billy Faucher 
aboard Victory Streaker. 
Norm Dauplaise, last year's 
N.A.D.C. winner, won the fourth 
race with Annie Called. 
Tom Merriam, a first timer at 
Lewiston, hit the wire first out of the 
eight hole with Meadow Rock. 
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI 
has ever won faster and Star of Lov 
replaced LuBarient as track record 
holder. He erased a 48 year old mark 
by half a second. 
The massive crowd was kept 
warm with the tight exciting per- 
formances of the invited celebrity 
drivers. But when local teamsters 
took control again The Andover 
Story cut a quick trip for Bobino 
Bell, and that former $3,000 claimer 
earned a new life mark of 2: 02.2, 
another sign of an imminent ex- 
plosion of speed. 
With the $5,000 Invitational pace 
still to come the 2: 01.3 track mark 
looked shaky. 
After t ninth race the top 
teamsters drew their final assign- 
ments then leaned against the 
paddock fence, spectators to the 
Invitational pace. Leigh Fitch and 
David Ingraham battled the first 
The eight drivers with the most 
points participated in the "Winner 
Take All" race-off. 
It was the most exciting race of 
the day, with the lead changing 
several times. They came into the 
stretch four wide with Bill Faucher 
handling the reins aboard E.Z. 
Prince edging out Jim Brown, the 
Macau invader, who finished a close 
second. Jim Doherty, in from the 
Meadowlands, captured third with 
Wilbea Big Mac. 
A superb buffet was served in the 
Lewiston Clubhouse following the 
afternoon festivities for invited 
drivers and guests. 
By JOEL LEANSE 
U.S. Harness Writers Assoc. 
Solvalla, Sweden to post the first 
two-minute trotting mile in Europe; 
his over 650 two-minute miles (an 
all-time record); the first American- 
bred millionaire harness horse, 
Fresh Yankee ($1,294,252); and the 
development of two "Horse of the 
Year" winners - Scott Frost and 
Fresh Yankee. Over the years 
O'Brien has· driven more than 4,300 
winners. The money his horses have 
won exceeds $20 million. He has 
driven more pacers and trotters to 
their first two-minute mile than any 
reinsman in history (over 200 in all). 
Amazingly, he has driven 18 winners 
in miles timed in 1: 55 or faster. 
The 66-year-old winner trains at 
his stable in Shafter, California and 
besides California has campaigned 
horses throughout the Unites States 
and Canada while being a regular 
and many time champion on the 
Grand Circuit. Always noted for his 
patient handling of young horses and 
for the strong closing kicks which 
most of his stock usually exhibit, 
O'Brien is considered one of the best 
mile track drivers ever. Evidence of 
this is the countless number of time 
trials the man is asked to drive in 
and his success at getting the most 
possible speed in the horses' efforts 
"against the fence." 
Always modest about his suc- 
cesses, O'Brien always lets his 
driving do the talking. When asked 
about being the sport's third 4,000 
dash winner in 1977, he replied, "I 
really hadn't given it much thought, 
but it's not a bad accomplishment. 
Maybe when I get my next 4,000 ... " 
virtual certainty, a wave of applause 
began to build, then as the man and 
pacer turned for home a power - 
greater than either, drew them to 
the wire. Through their energy and 
emotion the fans gained control of 
the race. 
The electric eye froze, the clock at 
1: 59.4, the first two minute mile ever 
at Lewiston Raceway, shattering the 
previous track mark by nearly two 
full seconds. 
A giant cheer spontaneously 
erupted. 
But for Freeman Parker, 
champion of an older generation, 
and Maine's first 3,000 race winner, 
it was a replay of yet another track 
mark. Two years ago Parker moved 
My Bill Forwood around the Scar- 
borough Downs track in a trip from 
the same mold. 
The top drivers drew the crowd, 
but it was Freeman Parker and Bob - - 
Levy' Armbro Blaze who etched the Bob Levi's, Armbro Blaze (Kawartha E&1le - Armbro Nella) driven by the talented Freeman Parker, set a new 
day into permanent memory and track record on April 15th at Lewiston Raceway in 1: 59.4. The four year old, free-legged pacer hal improved with 
brought them to their feet. every start under the guidance of this capable team. 
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JAMES BROWN NORMAN DAUPLAISE MERRITT DOKEY TOM MERRIAM 
The M.H.H.A. hosted a superb buffet luncheon for those attending, previous to the Ken Sumner marshalls the field with Walter Case Jr. and Joe Marsh 
afternoon racing festivities. in the lead to post. 
ELL 
4 
Bert Beckwith congratulates Promotional Directors Jean and Bob Ferland on a "Winner Take All" Champion Billy Faucher after a successful mile with 
job well done on Championship Day. Victory Streaker. 
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Page 10 Northeast Harness News MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS Stakes Eligibles Debut 
The cycle of racing turns through pete in upcoming late closers and late May or early June. qualifying heat. 
active and dormant periods. May is overnight events as they peak for Yet, there are observations. Stephen 0 debuts with 23 
the interface. The stakes colts race stakes races. With improved han- Several established sires sent juveniles, the biggest crop ever 
the summer, rest in late Fall, train dles throughout the state new for- large crops to defend their standing. eligible to the Maine stakes, and the 
through the spring and re-emerge mulas for stakes races may push the Big League Star has 12 eligible potent but small second crop of 
just about when the grass turns weekly events over $3,000 per class. juveniles, with Windsock Surfer, out Trusty Dream carries big ex- 
green. The three year old filly division of Aloha the most intriguing. pectations. 
Last year's two year olds typically remains open with all the early Scotch Banker sends out his Among the trotting sires Watchful 
have put on a couple of hundred contenders waiting out the spring. biggest crop yet with more than a sends out a large class, Skipper Hill 
pounds. To complete this year they Most are at training tracks shed- dozen headed by Lite Me's Scottie has four, Coleman has five. 
must also shave 5 seconds off their ding seconds. from Miss Lite Me a double By the 15th of the month, trainers 
time. In the August heat this year's Trotters are tougher to evaluate. producer of stakes winners. must make the final sustaining 
three year old stakes colts figure to Few dare contest overnights in the Mr. Suffolk, last year's showcase payments. Then the lull is over. It is 
beat 2:03 with regularity. spring, but most need a start or two stallion continues with four two- only six weeks until the first events 
All attention now focuses on before the stakes events. year-olds. Skipper Knox's second and the honing process begins. 
Trusty Blaze and Trusty Star, but If three year olds offer only tan- crop is larger than the first, with This year the stakes purses may 
other challengers may emerge. tilizing glimpses, the two year olds eleven still eligible. Fireglow Back- again exceed $300,000 and the final 
Most contending colts will com- remain mere names on lists until bird is already a winner of a preparations are critical. 
TWO YEAR OLD MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES ELIGIBLES 
Bettor's Choice-Adio Burn William Shirland Justa Perken Travelin Boy-Tempered Beauty 
Big League Star-Li'l Boss Naomi Ayotte K.C.'s Jessie K.C. 's Dancer-Bouncing Bet 
Mountain Exec.-Mef Star Marsha Sugarman Kim Now Ricci Bold Payster-Bellnow 
Watchful-Widower's Time Earl McLaughlin Knotch Hill April Coleman-April Colden 
Knight and Day-Baby Mir Clayton Lee Lady Charming Ian Henry-Charming View 
Stephen 0-Full Time Dream Gary Sprague Lady Ebony Stephen 0-Volo Sue 
H.T.John-Quanita B. Sharon Hinckley Lambert Rd. Fred H.T. John-Jodi Torpedo 
Mountain E.P.-Chick Pick Brian White Lib's Jato Scotch Banker-Miles End Dot 
Travelin Boy-Babe Braden Chester Emerson Lite Me's Scotty Scotch Banker-Miss Lite Me 
Stephen 0-Sweet Sota Mary Perry Little Old Buz Old Frazier-Buzzer 
Sir Stephen-Maggie's Sister Hubert Simpson Little Thomasema Greenie D. Joey-Cessie S. 
Scotch Banker-Wise Prudence R. & Y. Prudenzano Lorolei Star Big League Star-Lorolei Whiz 
Romeo's Image-Dottie's Star Carleton Rose M.A.D. Duro Lobell-Yesterday Singer 
Skipper Gene Marx-Slim's Lady Arnold Stanhope Maggie Brown Worthiest-Miss Rocky B. 
Mountain Exec.-Nine Months Marsha Sugarman Magnum Mac D and F-Bonny Brook Jane 
Ammo Hanover-Aroostook Maid Laurence Ashe Major League Star Big League Star-Two Belles 
Skipper Knox-Chinbro Minifly Kennebec Pace Club Marie Antoinette Scotch Banker-Double or Else 
Watchful-Questina Mark Ival Cianchette Master Steph Stephen 0-Take the Bit 
Skipper Knox-Debbyette Moraka Ival Cianchette Max Diamond Skipper Gene Marx-Matches 
Skipper Knox-Philsota Ival Cianchette Miss Jaime Baby Bret's Boy-Esquire Babe 
Skipper Knox-Tanya Moraka A.J. Gallant Mollylocket Stephen 0-0hio's Bea 
Skipper Knox-Chinbro Sue Ival Cianchette Mr. Scorpion Stephen 0-Earthbound 
Scotch Banker-Val Two Forrest Nelson Mr. Tom Cat Ammo Hanover-Blaond Baron 
Big League Star-Sherabreeze Franklin Hiscock My Susie Two Scotch Banker-Golden Countess 
Watchful-Miss Close Call Robert Shumway Nat's Lill Stephen 0-Natapan 
Coleman-Bertha C Brian Wallingford P. & J.'s Miracle Scotch Banker-Mattuta 
Coleman-Susie Q. Frost Charles & Arvilla Ames P.G.'s Pal Rusty Range-Polchas Dream 
Skipper Knox-Super Ribbon Arnold Dall Piano Man Mountain Exec.-Gala Time 
Ian Henry-Miss Blackguard Richard McDaniel Pine River Breeze Stephen 0-Pacealong Breeze 
Ian Henry-Vims Girl Dominic Watson Polly's Lily Skipper Knox-Be A Chief 
Douro Lobell-Signal P's Betsie Rex Ellis Puddledock Cindy Romeo's Image-Speedy Ribbon 
Coleman-My Josie Carlton Chamberlin Renie's Pearl Election Day-Windswept Girl 
Big League Star-Susie Melburn Joseph Campbell Road Man B Watchful-Jolly Princess 
Jonas Hanover-Bowen's Rhythm Carlton Chamberlin Rochambo Nevele Pilot-Sister Crain 
Rusty Range-Hazel Ann Carlton Chamberlin Romeo Sunday Romeo's Image-Sunday Red 
Rusty Range-J.M. Majestic Carlton Chamberlin Romeo's Express Romeo's Image-Tickory Manjim 
Rusty Range-BJK Carlton Chamberlin Romie's Pet Mr. Suffolk-Steady Jean 
Jonas Hanover-Little Ms Natalie Carlton Chamberlin Romie's Trudy Mr. Suffolk-Lisa J. 
Jonas Hanover-Mountain Katie Carlton Chamberlin Rusty Mooracres Rusty Range-Widower's Baby 
Skipper Hill-Lady Land Mark Carlton Chamberlin Sadie Bullet Ammo Hanover-Sadie Frost 
Skipper Hill-Special Moraka Carlton Chamberlin Sarah Colden Stephen 0-Instant Game 
Stephen 0-Duchess Flex Stacy Bickford Shanalou Frost D and F-Rivaltime Prudy 
Skipper Hill-Bowen's Beauty Carlton Chamberlin Shannon's Skipper Skipper Knox-Shannon Star 
Rusty Range-Gold Pirate Carlton Chamberlin She's Clicking Skipper Knox-Lisa Barmin 
Rusty Range-Stacie Frost Carlton Chamberlin Shiretown D.O.C. Scotch Banker-Annie Gone 
Skipper Hill-Gal of my Dreams Carlton Chamberlin Sic 'Em Stephen 0-Catherine Bumpas 
Jonas Hanover-Cherry Hill Babe Carlton Chamberlin Skipper Gene Hill Skipper Gene Marx-Aileen Hill 
Scotch Banker-Mohawk Fancy Alexander Pinkham Skip's First Mate Topper Lobell-Skipper's Miss 
Golden Playboy-Tuckerbrook Fancy Basil Bryant Spruce Mt. Pat Nevele Pilot-Venessa Dee 
Bettor's Choice-Tiny B. Oregon Muriel Berry Stephenna Stephen 0-Happas Filly 
Bettor's Choice-Teenie Sue Arthur Nason Steph's Lass Stephen 0-Chancey Matilda 
Skipper Knox-Contessa Teresa Anne Ledbury Sunnyside Becky Scotch Banker-Devil Spirit 
Mountain Exec.-Miss Snardo Marsha Sugarman Susie Kash Stephen 0-Covet Kash 
Air Cadet-Tarr's Flirt Pigmalion Tzikas Swanzey Holly Scotch Banker-Jeanie Weanie 
Formal Occasion-Cape Pine Flotor Angelo Tzikas T. C.'s Anita Stephen 0-Miss Elaine T. 
Nevele Pilot-Amy Lobell Elmer & Joann Ballard T. C.'s Jeffrey Stephen 0-Iona Senator 
Nevele Pilot-Banbury Blackbyrd Cass Farms, Inc. T.C.'s Shadow Scotch Banker-Arapuni 
The Fireball-Careless Mold Halson Parks T.W. Starlo Watchful-Lazy Hill Starlo 
Nevele Pilot-Namahana Elmer & Joann Ballard Tannie Jean Skipper Gene Marx-Tangee Jugette 
Ricci Bold Payster-Verrnont Adios Marilyn Branagan Tav's Tra-Shan Coffee Away-Tavern's Farvelvet 
Stephen 0-My Gal A Cass Farms, Inc. Tee's First Star Big League Star-Tomorrow's Darling 
Golden Playboy-J.M. Brenda Wendell Glidden The Two Below Kid Watchful-Jan's Louise 
Greenie D. Joey-Hay Burner A.J. Gallant Travelin Gypsy Travelin Boy-Gypsy Win 
Greenie D. Joey-Can Tar Patsy 4 Leaf Clover Stable Travelin Shoes Travelin Boy-Lady Klondyke 
Greenie D. Joey-Mrs. O'Rourke 4 Leaf Clover Stable Tripes to Win Skipper Knox-Kashapiece 
Greenie D. Joey-Never Happen James Foster Tropical Splendor Rusty Range-Omaha Hanna 
Scotch Banker-Steady Counsel George Hall, Sr. Trusty Bilbo Trusty Dream-Flying Minnie K 
Autumn Frost-Oregon's Jean Richard Sparks Trusty Bunny Trusty Dream-Betty's Bonus 
Scotch Banker-Sarah T. Knight Edward Harrington Trusty Kash Trusty Dream-Kash Design 
Scotch Banker-Deviled Egg Clyde Arnold Trusty Potentate Trusty Dream-Kitty Abbe 
Scotch Banker-Mia Jay Time Hubert Simpson Trusty Wise Guy Trusty Dream-Ardina Sterlin 
Skipper Glenn-V.I.H. Esau Cooper, Jr. Tuckerbrook Nelson Golden Playboy-Clever Nell 
Scotch Banker-Oaklawn Princess Irvin Rogers Two Keys Pep C Ammo Hanover-Norma's Star 
Watchful-Stacie Hill Loring Norton Unnamed Autumn Frost-Little Horn 
Watchful-Beth Hill Loring Norton Virginia Clipper Coleman-Emily's Lady 
Watchful-Peachy Kene Loring Norton Warbuck Belle Mr. Suffolk-Tamba tassel 
Ian Henry-Gator Rum Norman Watson Windsock Ammo Maid Ammo Hanover-Olympian Maid 
I'm Frank Swenson-C.A. Dee Ronald Douglas Windsock Byrd Song Big League Star-Star's Snow Byrd 
I'm Frank Swenson-Miss Copenhagen Ronald Douglas Windsock Risingson Big League Star-Sapporo 
Diamond Dale-Lorraine Ann Richard Rose Windsock Surfer Big League Star-Aloha 
Mr. Suffolk-Narragansett Iva Gray 
· Scotch Banker-Fashion's P.O. John S. Loiko Windsock Susie Big League Star-Star's First Lady 
Big League Star-Mountain Mae Leroy Carter Windsock Vision Big League Star-Silvers Kim 
Addie's Baby Barn 
Almost A Star 







Bay Shore Beth 
Bert's Leo 







Chinbro Skipper DM 
Chinbro Skipphil 
Chinbro Skipya 





Connie Sue Coleman 
Dall's Drive- n 


































Greenie D. Annette 




Here Comes Frosty 
High Holborn 
Holly Hock Chuckie 
Holly Hock Dream 
Holly Hock Emerald 





I'm Cashmere Frank 
I'm Cashmere Star 
I'm Loveable Lisa 
Iva's Playgirl 
Jo Lo Norma 
Just Mae Bea 
C. Willian Davidson 
Robert Holmes 
Frank Withee 
























John Mollison, Jr. 
John Nason 
Stanley Hartley 
Ashley Bickmore, Jr. 













Blanche & Clifford Chase 
Linwood Perkins 
James George 




































COLUMBUS, Ohio - To most 
people, the typical harness racing 
driver probably looks a lot like 
Walter Brennan in one of those B 
pictures from the 40's, short of hair 
and long of tooth, getting off the 
sulky and saying, "Well, the little 
mare, she trotted in 2:13112 this heat, 
and I betcha she'll be bettah the next 
heat!" 
It may come as a surprise then to 
hear that while many veterans still 
fare very well in standardbred 
racing, more and more of the sport's 
stars are relatively young men. And 
recent trends show that the typical 
top driver is more likely to belong to 
the Pepsi generation than the 
Geritol set. 
Perhaps the prime example of the 
emergence of youth in harness 
racing would be 29-year-old John 
Campbell. The native of Ontario set 
a new all-time record for most 
money won by a driver last year, 
guiding home horses that took in 
$6,104,082. And he set that new 
record in just ten months of racing, 
too, as back surgery necessitated his 
missing the last two months of the 
season. 
Campbell's money title, his third 
in the last five years, complemented 
his setting an all-time record for 
most wins at one meeting. Campbell 
won 303 races during seven months the teenager was leading the driving Best Jeffrey and "filly-friend" at Lavish Acres in Greene, Maine where the 
of racing at the mighty standings at Lebanon Raceway, breeding season is in full swing with new mares being welcomed each day. 
Meadowlands of New Jersey - the getting far more winners than 
racetrack with the toughest colony veterans two and three times his 
of driving stars in the world. age. Of course, leading the drivers' 
Another sulkv "wunderkind" is za- colony is nothing new to Ward who 
year-old Walter Case, Jr., a native of last year was the top man at n~arby 
Maine who won more races in the Latonia Raceway - while he was 
last two years - 900 - than any preparing to graduate from high 
other driver in North America. The school! 
1983 winner of the Peter Haughton Walter Brennan must be spinning 
Memorial Award as the sport's top in his grave. 
young horseman, Case racked up his 
big win totals on smaller circuits, 
but this year he is meeting and 
beating the best in an extended 
campaign at The Meadowlands. 
Harness racings Universal 
Driver Rating (UDR), roughly 
parallel to a baseball player's 
batting average, is designed to 
measure consistency among 
drivers. The UDR championship 
was won last season by 30-year-old 
Sam "Chip" Noble, III, his third 
victory in the last six years. In fact, 
the top five UDR drivers were a 
virtual "kiddie corps," as ranking 
behind Noble were Case, Bill Zendt 
(the "old man" of the bunch at 34), 
Gary Mosher (24), and Wally 
Hennessey ( 27). 
The Grand Circuit, harness 
racing's travelling band of all-stars, 
also features a prominent youngster 
in 27-year-old Tom Haughton. Son of 
Hall of Farner Bill Haughton, 
Tommy won over $1.5 million last 
year, handling the likes of stakes 
stars TV Yankee, Panorama, and 
Sudden Urge. 
Perhaps the most startling 
example of the trend towards youth 
in harness racing can be found near 
Cincinnati in the person of 19-year- 
old David Ward. As of this writing, 
All Accounting Functions 
Income Taxes Syndications 
We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprises 
Call or Write 
Hand Over Associates 
P.O. Box 3 N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Te. 207-933-4065 His record still stands at Hinsdale Raceway. As a three- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1. year-old in 1977, Best Jeffrey defeated top invitational 
I pacers in 2:00.3h, last quarter in 28.3, a track record for 
j all ages that remains to this day at Hinsdale Raceway. 
$$$ 
Sandy Brook Farm 
Congratulates Recent Lewiston Qualifier In 2:09 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
The Two- Year-Old Pacing Colt ... · 
FIREGLOW BLACKBYRD 
Purchased As A Yearling By Ann and Don Ledhury 
**************************************** 
In 1984 This Farm Offers Knowledgeable Buyers: 
• Pacing and Trotting Mares In Foal 
• Stakes Eligible W eanlings 
• Stakes Eligible Year lings 
"Minimize The Risks ... Take Advantage Of 
Our Selection And Careful Preparation!" 
For. Additional Information Call: 207-282-9295 
I 
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The Good Neighbor Policy Is In Effect At .. 
LAVISH ACRES 
Visitors are welcome to come and see this stallion's outstanding weanling 





For The "Best" In Early Speed 
.BEST JEFFREY 
p.2, 2:00.3f - 3,1:59.lf - 4,1:57.4 
By BEST OF ALL p.2,1:57.4; 4,1:56.2 
Out of The Top Producer SHADYDALE FRISKY 
Dam of 9 Live Foals • 1 in 2:00 • 4 in 2:05 
Best Jeffrey served a full hook of mares in 1982 and 1983, 
and is undoubtedly the best breeding value in New 
England. 
Best Jeffrey's Foals Have Inherited 
His Outstanding Qualities. 
Standing At The Modest Fee 
of $500 For 1984 
If You Want A Stakes Winning Filly Or Colt, 
Call For A Booking Immediately! 
Contact: Frank Withee, Farm Manager 
Tel. 207-946-5388 
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May 1984 
Dear Fellow Horsemen: 
It is with great regret that Young Meadow Farm announces 
cancellation of all breeding contracts tc our trotting 
"" horse Copter Lobell. 
He will be unable to serve any more mares this year. 
We expect to remedy this situation in the near future 
either with Copter Lobell or by the purchase of another 
trotting horse for next season. 
Our sincere thanks to the many horsemen and breeders 
who showed interest in our farm and breeding program. 
We look forward to being of service to you in the 
very near future. 
Very trµly yours, 
Ernest Hou e 
Manager 
111 North Maple Street, Hadley, Massachusetts 01035 (413) 549-3900 
' ~ '- ... 
I ' . . I ' 
Parker Annexes 2000th 
By WALTER D. LEVY 
Foxboro Update Northeast Harness News Page 13 S.O.A.N.E. News 
After lengthy negotiations, New 
England Harness Raceway has 
finalized a lease-purcnase 
arrangement with Commonwealth 
Sports Properties which is owned by 
the Sullivans of Sullivan Stadium, 
home of the New England Patriots. 
Due to the many separate entities 
owned and operated by the An- 
delman-Keelan group, it has taken 
many months to finalize the deal. 
The agreement entails in excess of 
200 pages of legal documents. The 
Sullivans have retained the Rooney 
family, prominent in National 
Football League, Pittsburgh 
Steelers, and racetracks, Yonkers, 
Green Mountain, etc., to o_perate the 
track in their behalf for a term of at 
least one year. After the one year, an 
evaluation wil be made of the 
. · · . . . operation and a determination will William Parker. Jr. is congratulated at Foxboro Raceway by management and fellow remsmen after annexing his 2000th be made in regards to the Rooney's 
FOXBORO - William Parker, Jr., commemorating his 2,000th win. - the Sullivan family now is in continued supervision of the racing 
Foxboro Raceway's leading driver, Parker's fellow drivers joined him control - and the track will be facility. 
recorded his 2,0000th harness racing in the winner's circle, offering their operated for the Sullivans by a 
win Saturdy night, April 7. The 30 - congratulations and dousing him management team from Yonkers 
yea~-old Parker, who hails from with a bottle of champagne. Parker, Raceway. Foxboro races year- 
Lewiston, Maine, reached the a nephew of New England racing round, has suffered physically from 
milestone by winning Foxboro great, Freeman Parker, currently age and neglect in recent years, but 
Raceway's featured 8th Ruckus to leads Foxboro Raceway reinsmen still has the Boston market to draw 
the top of the field as the pacers with 70 wins. Last year, Parker won from and a New England tradition of 
headed into the stretch, winning the. 297 races, typing him for 12th on the harness racing behind it. Tim 
$3 000 pace in a briask 2:00.4. AFter North American dashwinning list. Rooney, Jerry Lawrence, and the 
th~ race, Foxboro Raceway's Rooney team are planning to 
Director of Racing, Al Thomas Foxboro Raceway at Foxboro, revitalize the plant and operation, 
presented Parker with a plaque Massachusetts, has changed hands and a face-lifting is underway. 
President James Winters, 
along with several other Directors of 
SOANE, met with the group Friday 
evening to discuss their future plans 
for the track. They were very en- 
couraged by the professional 
manner in which they are un- 
dertaking this endeavor. They ex- 
plained to the SOA group that their 
first priority would be to regain lost 
patrons through a complete 
renovation of the grandstand- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rack Topics~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~clubhou~ uea, p~ting in a re~ 
high class restaurant, paving a 
Brandywine Raceway questioned ·about the findings, the majority of the parking lot, and a 
A total of 95 tests were done at subject admitted he was a heroin general cleaning of the entire 
Brandywine in 1982. All participants user and asked for help for his drug facility· 
were drivers selected at random, problem. He was taken to a state SOME INSURANCE BENEFITS 
with no consideration of age or drug rehabilitation center and is 
suspicion of drug abuse. currently being treated for heroin 
There were no findings of hard addiction. 
drugs in the samples taken (i.e., Conclusions reached from the 
heroin, cocaine, amphetamines, tests were that 13.8 percent of 
etc.). However, five of those tested drivers tested were drug abusers; 
did show delta 9 metabolites of that the average age of the drug 
tetrahydrocannabinol, also known abuser is 26.7 years; and that hard 
as THC. This indicates a user of drugs such as cocaine, heroin, 
marijuana as there is no other morphine and acid seem to be rare. 
known way to have THC in the urine. Finally, it was concluded that 
It does not mean the person was testing of drivers should be con- 
under the influence of marijuana, tinued as a deterrent to would-be- 
only that he had recently used the offenders. 
drug.· All were questioned and did Based on these conclusions, 
admit to using the drug. Steward Raymond Deputy 
About a year later, more selective recommended the following: 
tests were done at Brandywine on 27 1. Strict enforcement of UUSTA 
drivers age 17 to 40. Some also were Rule 5, Section 17, which states, 
selected based on suspicion of drug "The personal use of any illegal 
abuse. drug, medic ant, stimulant, 
Again, no hard drugs were found, depressant, narcotic or hypnotic is 
but eight drivers were found to be prohibited ... " 
using marijuana. All were 2. Persons showing marijuana 
questioned and seven of the eight metabolites should not be permitted 
admitted to using the drug. to participate in a racing program. 
Harrington Raceway This recommendation is supported 
A general sampling (no regard for by the horsemen of Cloverleaf SOA. 
age or suspicion of use) of 50 drivers 3. Selective testing is recom- 
was taken in 1982; ten were found to mended mainly because the cost 
be using marijuana, one codeine and would be prohibitive to test all 
marijuana, and one diazepam drivers. (It now costs between $25- 
(Valium) and marijuana. $75 per test.) In addition, not 
In 1983, due to financial everyone is a drug abuser, and there 
limitations, only five tests were is an adequate profile of charac- 
done, based on suspicion of drug teristics in the drug abuser for 
abuse. Of the five, 2 were marijuana selective testing. The horsemen 
users. themselves know who should be 
Dover Downs tested. 
A total of 85 tests were done in 1982 . 4. Strict precautions should be 
on a random sample basis. Of the 85, taken while obtaining samples for 
ten were using marijuana and one testing to eliminate tampering or 
diazapam (Valium). substitution of samples. 
A little more than a year later, 13 5. A liaison drug person from the 
drivers were tested on a selective USTA or HHI should be appointed to 
basis. Of the 13, two were using oversee the drug problem within the 
marijuana and one was found to industry. This person would provide 
have a trace of quinine in his urine, drug information and help for 
which is used to cut heroin. When horsemen with a drug problem. 
The smallest state in harness 
racing, Delaware was the first to 
undertake a program of drug testing 
in drivers. Cloverleaf Standardbred 
Owners Association joined with the 
United States Trotting Association 
in sponsoring the pilot driver drug 
testing program, with the objectives 
of protecting drivers by reducing the 
accident risk, ensuring that the 
betting public gets a fair shake, and 
deterring new drivers who may have 
been using drugs. 
At this time, no other professional 
sport has made such a move to 
police itself. The program was 
begun in June of 1982, and the 
directors of Cloverleaf recently 
voted to finance the program 
through 1984. 
In the summer of· 1981, Delaware 
State Steward Raymond E.· Deputy 
and Cloverleaf Executive Vice 
President Charles Lockhart laun- 
ched the initial effort to deal with 
drug abuse within the industry. 
Backed oy the directors of 
Cloverleaf, a rule change was 
proposed to the Delaware Harness 
Racing Commission and passed, 
making the use of illegal drugs a 
violation of the Rules and 
Regulations of the Commission. 
owever, it was found that there 
were no funds to pursue testing for 
drugs. Harness tracks in Delaware 
were already financially burdened 
and there was nothing available 
through the Commission budget. 
After being advised of the 
situation W.E. (Hap) Hansen, 
president of Brandywine Raceway 
and a USTA director, appealed to 
the USTA, who felt the project had 
merit and agreed to co-sponsor 
financial support with Cloverleaf 
SOA. 
Between June 1982 and December 
1983, 275 urine tests were conducted 
at Brandywine, Harrington and 
Dover Downs harness racetracks in 
Delaware, with the following 
results. 
1. All participants racing at 
Foxboro are eligible for Equipment 
Damage insurance provided they 
meet qualifying standards (owners 
and trainers of horses involved must 
be a memberofSOANE.). 
2. All participants racing 
primarily at Foxboro are eligible for 
Third Party and Fire Insurance 
benefits while racing at Foxboro 
Raceway or an approved training 
facility providing they are a 
member of SOANE. 
3. To qualify for health and 
welfare benefits provide by SOANE, 
the following criteria must be met: 
a. Drivers and trainers must be 
racing principally at Foxboro 
Raceway and derive the principal 
portion of their personal annual 
income from participation in har- 
ness racing. 
b. Grooms must be employed 
full time with a stable racing 
primarily at Foxboro Raceway and 
must be registered with SOANE. 
(1) Full time employment 
defined as being a groom who works 
a minimum of five (5) days per week 
not including paddocks or other 
duties. 
(2) Each trainer will be 
allowed no more than one ( 1) groom 
for every two registered standard 
bred horses in training under his 
immediate supervision. 
Eligibility for No. 3 becomes 
effective 15 days from the time you 
begin participating at Foxboro 
Raceway and will be terminated 15 
days from the time you cease par- 
ticipation at Foxboro Raceway. 
4. Drivers, trainers, and grooms 
meeting the above criteria will only 
be eligible for the medical/dental 
benefits providing they worked 75 
percent of the racing days the 
previous year. 
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. Competition Is The Lifeblood of Racing ... 
Thank You. One And All ... 
"Competition;' so 'tis said, "is the Life of Trade:' It is even more important to a race 
track. It is the very lifeblood of racing. Tracks have been known to flourish because of it. 
Tracks have been known to die because of the lack of it. 
Racing at Hinsdale was very competitive during 1983. We're proud of that fact and 
believe that it had considerable to do with-our increases in both attendance and mutuel 
play: 7% in attendance, and 9.4 % in mutuel play. For example, going into the last week- 
end of our meeting any one of seven drivers could have finished as the leading dash 
driver of that meeting. Only ten wins separated them. The Hinsdale management 
would like to pay special tribute here ... not only to those seven drivers, but to all owners, 
trainers, drivers, and, yes, the officials, who contributed to making our meeting so 
competitive ... by offering the driving records of those first seven drivers at our race 
meeting. Veteran racing observers have told us that they know of no similar competi- 
tive situation in recent years. 
Seven Leading Drivers, Hinsdale Meeting, 1983 
Thanks, One And All! 
Come Race With Us ... The More 
Competitive You Are The Better 
We Like It. 
1984 Race Meeting: Friday, June 
1st through Sunday, August 12th. 
Pos. Driver Starts Firsts Seconds Thirds 
R. Lefebvre 198 33 23 27 
L. Garwood 142 31 25 24 
R. Naginewicz 162 30 16 17 
R. Cross 173 28 13 26 
T. McNamara 135 27 21 19 
E. Gilman 159 26 23 19 
D. Guidette, Jr. 76 23 15 10 










' . ......· - :. :- · . . -. . 
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Near Brattlebora .. 3 miles.off Route, 91, Exit One ..... , . ' . .~ .. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE ·sIRE ST AKES 
Two Year Olds Eligible For 1984 
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Mighty Angus Mac 
Minnie Mouse 
Miss Deja Vu 
Mr. R.F.D. Mac 
Naida' s Star 
Piquante 
More Aggravation 
Princess of Pride 
Rambling Count 
Rambling Pudding 
Richard The Eguus 
Riv-Lea Blitz 











An Ta Lee Royalee 







Dark Island Lad 
Freshman 
Go Goldie Go 
.Grecian Maiden Filly 

















Right On Target 
Tina Turtle 
Riv-Lea Coral Dale 
Riv-Lea First Date 
Riv-Lea Diamond 
Riv-Lea Dunwell 
Riv-Lea John C. 
Riv-Lea Gemini 
Riv-Lea Gold Ridge 
Riv-Lea Li'l Brew 















Wheels In Motion 
Wire 
Zeglo's Irish 
N.E.H.W.A. News By JOE VACCARO N.E. Harness Writers Assn. 
Contrary to what you may have Campbell, leading money winning 
read or heard, the New England driver with $6,104,082; the Peter 
Harness Writers Association is alive Haughton Memorial Award to 
and well and making plans for its Walter Case, Jr., whom the New 
20th (that's right) Hall of Fame England Chapter honored as the 
Banquet to be held in the fall. New England Driver of the Year at 
The New England Chapter was our banquet last October; and USH- 
well represented at the 36th annual WAN of the Year to Bill Brown, Jr. 
United States Harness Writers USHW A Secretary. 
Association Awards Dinner, April John Hervey Awards for Writing 
29, at the Sheraton Heights, Excellence went to Chuck Slater, 
Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey. Sports Reporter for the New York 
Among the more than 400 in at- Daily News, for his story entitled 
tendance were N.E. Chapter "Death of Dancer's Crown Saddens 
President Jack Ginnetti, Secretary- Hambletonian." In the magazine 
Treasurer Joe Vaccaro, former category the winner was Steve 
USHW A President Ralph Grasso Schuelein for his article on "Profiles 
and Howard Oil. in Courage'' which dealt with the top 
The New England contingent was California-bred pacer Courageous 
very active at the two-day meeting Red in Hoof Beats. 
of the officers and directors from 13 It was also announced that the 
chapters from California to Maine. first six inductees to the USHWA 
USHWA Award winners included Writers' Corner would be installed 
the Proximity Award to USHWA at The Hall of Fame of the Trotter in 
Chairman of the Board Allen J. Goshen, New York, on July 1. They 
Finkelson of Pompano Park; the are New England's own Ed Keller, 
Clem McCarthy Good Guy Award to Mike Lee and Ed Binneweg, foun- 
Sam Anzalone of the Meadowlands; ders and former presidents of USH- 
the National Breeders Award to WA, Jack Schultz, Roy Shudt and 
Wilfred R. Cameron (Cam Fella); Charles "Chuck" Stokes. 
E. Roland Harriman Award to Elected USHWA officers for 1984 
Horse of the Year, Cam Fella; were President Maury May of the 
Trotter of the Year, Duenna, bred l;>Y Buffalo, N.Y. News, John Berry, 
Clearview Stables; Lou Levitt First Five President, of Sports In-. 
Memorial Award for Humanitarian formation Data Base, Inc. of 
Contributions to Gauche;r's Disease Hasbrouch Heights,. N.J., William 
Research Foundation of Ellicott Bloome, Second Vice President of 
City, Maryland; President's Award the New York Chamber and re- 
to Alan J. _Leavit~. Lan~ Lobell elected were Bill Brown, Secretary, 
Farms; Eddie Davis, leading dash Alan Prince Treasurer and Allen J. 
winner with 4 70 victories; John Finkelson, Chairman of the Board. 
The New England Harness Writers Assn. welcomed four new members at a recent 
meeting at Foxboro Raceway. (I. to r.) Richard Thompson, Boston Herald; 
Walter Levy, Foxboro Raceway Publicity Director and Tom Sullivan Boston 
Herald are congratulated by President Jack Ginnetti and Sec. Treas. Joe Vacarro. 
(Missing from picture - Mike Carey, Boston Herald) 
Hinsdale Stable Area 9pe~s ByToMsHEHAN 
The Hinsdale Raceway Stable visit to Hinsdale. 
Area was open to receive horses on In order to assist the horsemen 
Tuesday, May tst, a full month who will be on the scene in advance 
earlier than it ususally opens, ac- of the meeting to get their horses 
cording to an announcement by Tom ready, or to keep them fit, if they 
Shehan, General Manager of Har- have been racing,- Gordon DuBois, 
ness Racing at the New Hampshire president of the Western New 
plant. England Standardbred Owners 
With the approval of the New Association, has arranged a 
Hampshire Harness Racing Com- schedule of two matinees at neigh- 
mission, and at the urging of hor- boring fair ground tracks where 
semen, Hinsdale has added two horsemen may qualify their charges 
weeks of racing to its. schedule this for the meeting. 
year, and will be racing six per- Both of these will be at the 
formances a week from Friday, Greenfield, Mass. Fair Grounds, 
June 1st. thru Sunday, Aug. 12th, for only 20 miles from Hinsdale, on 
a total of 63 performances as May 13th and May 20th. Greeiifiercf 
compared to 52 during the past two Fair Association has one of the best 
years, with the possibility of ad- tracks in the area, horsemen who 
ditional matinees if the horse supply raced there at one of the pre- 
on hand warrants it. meeting matinees will recall that 
"A number of horsemen who will horses raced in 2:05 on a rainy 
be racing with us for the first time Sunday two years ago in spite of a 
this year asked us to open the plant heavy downpour. 
earlier this year because an ac- The Hinsdale management will 
commodation of that sort would lend staff both matinees with a chart 
itself to their schedules,'' said crew in order to provide op- 
Shehan, "and we will be glad to portunities for horses to qualify and 
! accommod~te them." . to. obtain lines for the programs at 
P.o~ racing, of course, will I?e Hinsdale. Heading up the crew will 
utilizing a good part of the main be Program Director Rose Hall and 
tr~ck during th~ period prior to the Clerk to the Course Doug Stancliff, 
Hinsdal~ opening, but t!te New who served at Hinsdale a year ago. 
Hampshire track has a nifty one- During the past two years the 
third of a mile training track which horse supply for the Hinsdale 
was featured on the cover of the meetings has increased appreciably 
Hoo~ ~eats Magazin~, official and Racing Secretary Dan Septelka, 
publi~abon of. 1:he Umted ~tates who has been sending out stall 
Trottmg Association, a color picture blanks, has issued a cautionary 
of it taken by George Smallsread, warning to horsemen to fill them out 
nrermer harness racing and get them in if they plan to race 
photographer on the occasion of a at the meeting. 
Foals Of The Month 
SIRE DAM SEX OWNER 
MARCH 
Peanut Gallery J.M. Frill Colt Riverslea Farm 
Peanut Gallery Pacealong Lucille Colt Riverslea Farm 
APRIL 
Election Day Lucky Gem Filly ViCfiinia Johnson 
Best Jeffrey Pretty Plumber Colt J. ements & T. Regan 
Mr. Suffolk Robyn's Comet Colt Robyn Withee 
Best Jeffrey Lavish Lady Filly B. Kellis & F. Daughan 
Keystone Tryst Adio Burn Colt Mike Ledger 
Best Jeffrey Wicklow Nan Colt Stan Bubier 
Rebel Bret Miss Culgepper Filly Norm Messier 
Skipper Knox Chinbro renda Filly Chinbro Farm 
Best Jeffrey Fair Rambler Filly Frank Withee 
Rebel Bret Princess Mary Lou Colt Bill & Carolyn Hughes 
Best Jeffrey Carrie of Raymond Colt Howard Bussiere 
Rebel Bret Ammorine Filly Linwood Perkins 
Best Jeffrey Dave's Lisa Filly Ruth Hall 
Rebel Bret Trotwood Darlene Filly W. Hammond & A. Lefebvre 
The Fireball Haisdan' s Song Colt Chinbro Farm 
Best Jeffrey Miss Robin Hood Colt Richard Robertson 
Surfer Scott Shadydale America Colt Lorraine Carberry 
The Fireball Sis Annette Filly Chinbro Farm 
Best Jeffrey Cheryl's Gal Colt Shirley Frost 
Romano Hanover Enttee Cindy Babe Colt Riverslea Farm 
Coral Ridge Wahoo Lady Colt Riverslea Farm 
MAY 
Mandate Mary G. Butler Colt Jean Emerson 
Rebel Bret Lib's Juno Colt Leon Pullen" .. ", . 
MONTICELLO, N.Y. - Spring new record and stamped herself the 
weather finally arrived in the one to beat in the spring series. 
Catskills of Uppstate New York to Three divisions of the Most Haopy 
coincide with Monticello Raceway's Fella early-closing series for 3 year 
27th season opening weekend - and old colts went Sunday for $4,500. 
the return to speed on the rapid half- Northsong Chip was guided to a new 
mile oval. The first sub-2-minute 2:01 mark by J.P. Morel, the third 
mile of the season came Sunday win in four outings this year for the 
when Royal Son N, the Roadway son of Precious Fella owned by 
Stable's Down Under import, swept Skijack Associates and Rod Mc- 
home in 1: 59.2 in the $7,000 pacing Brien Productions. 
feature. The Abercrombie colt, Alabama 
General (Bubba) Washington, Jr., Slammer, out of the second tier with 
got a new mark for the aged gelding Walt Case, Jr., at the controls, broke 
as they took charge over the final his maiden with a 2:01.3 !*"''- 
quarter and put away Keystone formance for owners Valeriano, 
Kingpin (J.P. Morel) and Lewis and aptly named, Full Of 
Smokeberry (Ron Carbone). Hope Stable. 
Bubba also hit paydirt both In the other MHF division, Sam 
Thursday and Sunday with the Fava who holds a provisional 
Roadway's mare, Fast Napoleon, driving license took his Precious 
with a 2:02 - giving him his fourth Sam (another Precious Fella off- 
win of the opening weekend. That spring) to the front and wired the 
left him sharing the early dash lead field in a lifetime best of 2:01.3. He 
with George Gilmour who registered trains the youngster, an eligible for 
a double Saturday to go with his the $300,000 Monticello Classic. 
Trusty--IDa;;,"~e~med by Walter Case Jr. won the Sagamore Hill Pacing Final of opening night win in the Silk Monticello, with general manager 
$112,000 on April 28th at Roosevelt Raceway. After a 59.1 half with cover. Maine's Stocking Series with the Witsend Joe Lando getting the races off with 
star pacer collared the field at the three quarter pole in 1:28.4 and won by two Breeders' Meadow Skipper filly, clockwork precision (un- Witsends Patty. characteristic of Monticello) has 
lengths. This son of Trusty Star has earned over $123,000 so far this year. He will Three divisions of the Silk added an llth race on Sundays. But 
now be returned to Maine for a well deserved rest before the Stakes. Stockings for sophomore fillies on fans are still getting home earlier. Monticello Wins To Parker opening night (each worth $4,500) On a sombre note, the Mighty M's 
also saw Precious N Few (Paul flag from opening night has been at 
MONTICELLO - It hasn't taken trains. Zambitio at the helm) win in 2:03.1 half- mast in memory of youthful 
Billy Parker, Jr. long to establish Parker, who sc.ored. his 2000th for owner Lee Beckwith of Batavia, Charles Slutsky who passed away 
himself as the driving king of the career victory earlier this season at N.Y.; but Wicomico Star earned the just prior to the opening. He had 
Catskills. Foxboro was 12th in the nation in honors the first week with a sizzling been the major stockholder until this 
The 30-year-old native of dash-wins last year with 297 vie- 2:00.1 victory. Bruce Ranger drove year when he sold his interests to 
Lewiston, Maine, a top driver in his tories. the Big Towner filly for trainer Sam Louis S. (Buddy) Berenson. Charles 
home state and at Foxboro His first experience with stan- Fava and Massachusetts owners was active in the sport with top 
Raceway, before coming to Mon- dardbreds came from his uncle, Jeff Brudnick and Michael Weiner. trotters - including Nevele Pride 
ticello this year is well ahead of all Freem~n Parker, who~ by. the way, Her fourth win of the year, she took a and some of his better offspring. 
reinsmen having drlven 15 winners has driven over 3400 r.1fet11~e w1~- 01·1 Announcer At Monticello 
on the first 9 racing programs and he ners - 16th on the all time Iist - m 
really showed his talent reining 5 his 24-year career. As a youngster Howard Oil, a member of the New ticello meeting will continue through 
winners on the Sunday May 6th card Billy worked as a groom for England Harness Writers December 15. 
alone. Freeman and in 1970 he drove his Association for the past two years, 
Most of his victories were for ~he first race in his native state scoring has been named track announcer at Previously Oil worked as the 
Colen ~oshe: stable for whom ~illy his 1st victory at Presque Isle, Monticello Raceway. assistant announcer at Foxboro 
has driven smce 1979. As a tramer Maine. "Freeman taught me what it Oil began his duties at the New Raceway and at Scarborough 
Mosher has already harnessed 12 took to become a successful driver " York track on April 26. The Mon- Downs. · 
w~ners, accomplis~ng this fu~ says Parker. ''And I'll ~ways ~e ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
w1thonlyl8horsesgomgt?post .. But appreciative of the training I ff You Want To Breed A Trotting Mare, 
Parker, who was. the leading dr1~er received from my uncle. Harness J 
at Foxbo:o (77 ~ms) before moving racing is about the only thing I had You Can't Do Better Than ... 
to Monticello is also startmg to on my mind when I was growing 
garner catch-drives. His talent has . . . . . 
been recognized by local con- up." And It still is the mam thing 
ditioners and it is expected that the that concerns Parker .. 
name of Parker, Jr. will be seen He would like to try his hand at the 
more often as the season progresses. "big time" in metropolitan New 
Among his 5 victories on May 6, York, but that's down the ro~d 
Parker reined winners for trainers always. For now, Parker's mam 
Mark Wison and Jim Harding, in- concern is racing for Colen Mosher. 
eluding a stunning 2:00:2 victory "Colen's a magician, and when he 
with Bismark a Monticello Classic puts a horse on the track others are 
X eligible, a' colt which Harding hard-pressed to beat him." 
FOR SALE 
From 
SEA HORSE FARM 
YEARLING - Handsome Peanut Gallery Stud Colt, Out Of A Producing 
Torpid Broodmare. 
YEARLING - February filly by Striking Image out of multiple producing 
Tar Heel mare. Florida staked. 
$6,500 
Contact: 
SEA HORSE FARM 
105 High oad 
Newburv, 1 IA 01950 
.; 
(617) 462-8540 
Monticello News By ARTHUR SUGARMAN 
GIBSON LOBELL 
(Noble Victory 1:55.3 ·Glee Hanover 2:05. l) 
Nearly Ten Years Old With A Mark Of 2:03.2, 
Earnings Of s75,ooo, And Still Racing! 
His Full Sister, Glory Lobell, Is The Dam Of The Sensational Filly, 
Ginger Belle 3, 1:56.2 s227,263 
Also 
The Tough, Game Pacer 
MILES END JIM 
p. 2:00.4 
(Romeo Hanover p. 1:56.l · Nib's Sister p. 2:02A) 
Stud Fee • Private Contract Call 207-282-3874 After 5:00 P.M. 
Paddock Patter Winner 
Lloyd Ranger of Falmouth, Maine won a free subscription to : Iortheast Harness 
News last month as the first to guess Joe Marshall vith J.\V. Skipper at Foxboro 
Northeast Harness News 
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FAli • 
1672 Canton Ave., Milton, Mass. 02186 
Saturday, August 18th 
10:00 A.M. 
Consign Early • As Catalog Will Close A Month Previous 
Auctioneer To Be Announced! 
"Selling Under The Tent-Rain Or hine" .••. 
Champagne Will Be Served 
For more information call 617-333-0467. 
Direction8: RL 128 South, To Exit 64 North, Straight Ahead-Watch For Signs. 
Mass. Standardbred Sales Co. 
SELLING: 
Mass. and New England sired weanlings, yearlings, broodmares and quality racehorses. 
Featuring consignments from major breeders. 
The New England Sale ... "With A Touch Of Class!" 
Page 18 Northeast Harness News Pompano Awards 
~ 
I -~ s 
Bruce Ranger of Falmouth, Maine was the Florida Harness Writer's choice for 
the Peter Haughton Memorial award presented by Bill Haughton (background). 
Nick Salvi, Tom Haughton and Joe Pavia, Jr. former award winners offer con- 
gratulations. 
The new "Racing Supremacy Award" was accepted this year by owner Charles 
Day of Lewiston, Maine and Tom and Debby Harmer of Ciara Stable. Al Poirier 
and Allen Prince representing U.S.H.W.A. make the presentations. P.R.'s Allen 
Finkelson completes the background. 
What To Wear? 
From where you sit in the grand- 
stand, or when you view it on the 
telly, harness racing looks like an 
easy way for a driver to make a 
living. He just settles down on his 
sulky seat, says giddap to the horse, 
and hangs on till the race is over. 
Looks simple enough. But there's 
another side to the coin. 
Those trotters and pacers weigh 
more than a half ton; they race 
thirty miles an hour or more; the 
driver is seated only a couple feet 
above a speed-blurred turf. And one 
misstep can result in a bad spill. 
Sometimes tragedy. A couple of 
drivers were killed in recent times. 
They were accident victims who 
might have survived but for one 
thing: their helmets. In one case, registration of colors was not 
the helmet did not withstand the compulsory. But it is now. And 
crushing blow that caused the because there are more than nine 
driver's death. And in the second thousand colors registered, it is 
case, the driver lost is helmet and pesky getting new designs accepted. 
had no head protection. As a result, The basic colors were chosen first. 
the U.S. Trotting Association will Billy Haughton chose green, white, 
undoubtedly be seeking greater with gold trim. Stanley Dancer can 
safety standards to help prevent be recognized a mile away in his 
future tragedies of this kind. The blue and gold. Joe O'Brien took 
Harness Horsemen International white and gold. And you can almost 
has pledged itself to support such a hear the Star Snanaled Banner 
search. playing when Herb Filion comes 
There is need for improvement in out on the track in his red, dark blue 
the design of safety helmets and white (and he's Canadian!). 
currently worn by harness drivers. There was a driver from Virginia a 
It has been only a few years since few seasons back who also flew the 
they've been mandatory. Before colors of the flag but with a heavenly 
that, men wore soft hats that looked touch - he had them adorned with a 
nice but offered no protection. They field of meteorites! 
Dwight D. Eisenhower was the 
matched the drivers' jackets which clothes horse that influenced the 
we call colors. The running horse kind of jackets drivers have been 
people call them silks. They boil wearing since the 50's. During World 
down to the same thing: those War two, when he was a general, 
jackets and hats the drivers and "Ike" had his khaki jacket tailored 
jockeys wear when they race bar- to end just below the waist. Harness 
ness horses and runners. The driers started wearing the same 
jockeys were the first to war them - style soon after they began selecting 
way back in 1762 in England. It took their own colors. Before that, 
harness racing nearly 200 years to· jackets had looked like suit coats 
catch up. gone wild. But the new Eisenhower 
Voluntary registration of colors jackets gave them a neat ap- 
didn't begin until 1950 when the pearance. Combined with matching 
Grand Circuit thought it was time to helmets that replaced the old stiff 
give drivers their own identity. The hats, and wearing their spiffy white 
U.S. Trotting Association, the record ducks, today's harness driver has 68 
keeping body of the sport, took over colors to choose from when he/she 
the chore a year later. At first the registers his/her racing, farm, 
New Jersey News 
The magnitude of the fire that consumed both grandstand and clubhouse at Freehold Raceway recently, 
is e p]uisized here y the flames and smoke that destroyed our oldest n:mutoel tr.ack. 
corporate or stable name. There are 
eight shades of blue, nine choices of 
green, seven reds - not to mention 
chartreuse, cerise and dubonnet. 
Two people can have the same 
colors but they have to be arranged 
differently. Once those colors are 
registered (for a one-time $100 fee) 
they are reserved for life - even 
longer if a person's heirs want to 
keep the color scheme in the family. 
Although we tip our hats to the 
Thoroughbred people for first using 
colors a couple of centuries ago, it 
was the ancient Romans who started 
it all. Chariot racing - which is 
kindalike harness racing but with 
knives on the wheels was 
a favorite sport in Rome during 
Caligula's time. The Romans went 
ape at the races. Theydidn't bet on 
the horses, they , bet on the 
charioteers. These rugged reinsmen 
were divided into four different 
groups, each group known by its own 
color. There were the Reds, the 
Whites, the Blues, and the Greens. 
And so you put your money down on 
the color of your choice. People were 
known by the color they supported. 
Caligula preferred Green. He would 
often dine the night before with the 
drivers of the Green team. 
Sometimes he slept in the green 
stables. It is reported that the em- 
peror once gave two million gold 
pieces to a successful charioteers. 
(It must have been Herve Filion in 
an earlier life.) 
Fire At Freehold 
FREEHOLD, N.J. (AP) - Hor- 
semen and officials at the Freehold 
Raceway gazed over the crumbled 
and charred remains of the cou - 
try's oldest continually operate .... 
pari-mutuel track Saturday and 
wondered about their fates after a 
fierce blaze wiped out the grand- 
stand. 
The fire began about 6:30 p.m. 
Friday, shortly after 2,039 fans 
departed following the afternoon 
harness racing program. About 
12,000 firefighters from four counties 
began arriving within minutes, but 
the 3,328-seat grandstand collapsed 
within an hour, said Freehold Fire 
Chief William Hulse. 
Fire officials said the fire ap- 
peared to be accidental and start 
near the large board that displayed 
.the_ latest op,ds on h~rses. Damage 
was estimated at $10 million. 
INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS STEP#·1 
Trim natural growth as you normally 
would. POLY-HOOFM is designed to be 
trimmed, so don't trim beyond what is 
healthy for the horse. Trim foot as level 
as possible and avoid uneven wear 
to the pad. 
STEP#2 
After sizing metal shoe to trimmed 
hoof, drill a hole in each heel of the 
shoe. Position shoe over the pad and 
using the same holes, drill through 
the pad. Use a copper rivet to hold 
the shoe and pad together.. 
STEP#3 
Using ordinary hoof trimmers and/or a 
razor, trim off the excess material 
around the quarter and toe area. 
STEP#4 
Press the combined shoe and pad 
firmly against the hoof. Look to see 
if the heel and center of the pad are 
bulging away from the hoof. 
a. Heel Bulge 
- trim away excess heel 
material until pad is 
level at the heel. 
b. Center Bulge 
- grind away excess frog 
cover material until 
center of pad is level. 
STEP#S 
Nail shoe to the hoof in the 
· usual manner. 
STEP BACK 
and watch the results. 
POLY-HOOF'"' 
is engineered to accommodate most 
hoof sizes. Its practical %" outer rim can 
be easily trimmed to fit smaller feet and 
still maintain the center stabilizing bars 
and frog cover features. 
- Many blacksmiths have found 
that this pad eliminates the 
need for pine tar and oakum 
or any other filler. 
.. POLY-HOOF1M 
is designed to prevent and/or reduce 
lameness caused by concussion. 
Popped knee, carpitis, bowed tendon, 
bucked shins, splints, osselets, buttress 
foot, sidebones and navicular disease 
are generally caused or aggravated by 
concussion. If your horse has any of 
these problems, we recommend 
immediate use of POLY-HOOF.TM 
However, our real goal at EQUES-TECH 
is to prevent injury and we strongly 
recommend the use of POLY-HOOF 
. from the very beginning of your 
' ' · ~ · ' · 'horse'» career. 
Be Sure To Get The Original... Northeast Harness News 
POLY-HOOF 
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is a cushioning system of a patented super-soft resilient 
polyurethane that spreads the impact of hoof strike and reduces 
shock over the entire foot. 
PREVENT LAMENESS 
POLY-HOOF™ has three design features that make it completely unique from 
any other hoof pads on the 
market today. 












polyurethane to ward 






bars to share 
forward 
motion 
shock with the 
metal shoe. 
Easy Installation 
Blacksmith Ernie Lowell TM 
states, "/found POLY-HOOF easy to install. 
To get such protection for so little effort is remarkable. 
I strongly recommend these pads to all my customers:' 











~--------------------- 1 I want to order pair(s) at $14.95 per pair. I
I Postage and handling $2.00 per shipment. Ship to: I 
I I I NAME I 
I BOX RFD I 
I I I ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE ZIP I 
I []CHECK I I :J MASTERCHARG£ CHARGE CARD NUMBER I 
I r VISA I 
I ~~~M I . Expiration Date p nL I y PA 0 t ~----- -~-----~-~~---W. ONE SIZE FrrSALL 
THE DOWNS REBOUNDS ... 
"Maine's Showplace" 
Can .suu Handle A Crowd! 
Scarborough Downs. 
Still 
A Cut Above The Best! ! ! 
Watch For The Opening Of The Seahorse Restaurant 
Featuring Succulent Steak and Luscious Lobster 
An Exciting Season Of Invitationals Ahead · 
May 28-Pace - Memorial Day Classic s6,000 
June J -Pace - Governor's Pace 58,000 
June 19-Pace - Four-Year-Olds (Senior Classic) s6,000 
July 4-Pace - The Dirigo _ 56,000 
August 11-Pace - Mid Summer Classic 56,000 
August 26-Trot - The Legislator s10,000 
September 2-Pace - President's Pace s2s,ooo 
September 22- ace - ew Englander Pace s6, 00 
~ 
